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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #1: IntroductionLecture #1: Introduction

JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 What is this class?What is this class?
An introduction to Computer ScienceAn introduction to Computer Science
Two Two requiredrequired components:components:

Weekly lecture covering the Weekly lecture covering the theorytheory behind CS, common to both languagesbehind CS, common to both languages
Weekly lab covering a programming language, different one for eaWeekly lab covering a programming language, different one for each languagech language
““Guinea pigGuinea pig”” formatformat

Prerequisites: basic computer skillsPrerequisites: basic computer skills
Which language is Which language is ““betterbetter””??

3 Basic informationBasic information
Instructor: Instructor: JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh ((janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu))

Call me Call me JanakJanak, please, please
99thth year at Columbia (in various capacities)year at Columbia (in various capacities)
OH: to be finalized once we get all our TAsOH: to be finalized once we get all our TAs

Class website: Class website: http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~janak/cs10034http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~janak/cs10034
Make sure to check it regularlyMake sure to check it regularly
Still setting up Still setting up webboardwebboard and other sectionsand other sections……

4 Lab informationLab information
C lab taught by TAs C lab taught by TAs SuhitSuhit Gupta (Gupta (suhit@cs.columbia.edusuhit@cs.columbia.edu) and Java lab by ) and Java lab by MaryamMaryam KamvarKamvar
((mkamvar@cs.columbia.edumkamvar@cs.columbia.edu))
Please register by endPlease register by end--ofof--week if possibleweek if possible

Difficulty in scheduling labs: who has a problem?Difficulty in scheduling labs: who has a problem?
Exception for this first week Exception for this first week onlyonly: : no labs this weekno labs this week

Instead, UNIX tutorial in this room this Thursday, 11Instead, UNIX tutorial in this room this Thursday, 11--12:15pm12:15pm

5 TextbooksTextbooks
Multiple textbooksMultiple textbooks

BrookshearBrookshear, , ““Computer Science: An OverviewComputer Science: An Overview””, 7, 7thth Ed. required for theoryEd. required for theory
OuallineOualline, , ““Practical C ProgrammingPractical C Programming””, 3, 3rdrd Ed., required for C labEd., required for C lab
Bishop, Bishop, ““Java GentlyJava Gently””, 3, 3rdrd Ed., required for Java labEd., required for Java lab
Everyone must buy two textbooks (sorry!)Everyone must buy two textbooks (sorry!)

Books can be obtained from Papyrus, SW 114Books can be obtained from Papyrus, SW 114thth & Broadway; Amazon links & ISBN on & Broadway; Amazon links & ISBN on 
websitewebsite

6 Course structureCourse structure
6 6 homeworkshomeworks, 25 points each = 150 points, 25 points each = 150 points

Roughly every 2 weeksRoughly every 2 weeks
50 point midterm, 10050 point midterm, 100--point final (openpoint final (open--book)book)
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Class participation (see next slide)Class participation (see next slide)
In other words, In other words, homeworkshomeworks are most important component of classare most important component of class

Learning programming is useless unless you actually do it handsLearning programming is useless unless you actually do it hands--onon

7 Class participation and attendanceClass participation and attendance
Attendance is expected; participation is beneficialAttendance is expected; participation is beneficial

I wonI won’’t take attendance, but the TAs might informallyt take attendance, but the TAs might informally
Participation is useful for your grade at the end of the semesteParticipation is useful for your grade at the end of the semesterr……

If you miss class and/or lab, youIf you miss class and/or lab, you’’re expected to catch upre expected to catch up
II’’ll post slides and reading assignments to the schedule page to hll post slides and reading assignments to the schedule page to helpelp

8 HomeworksHomeworks
Will consist of written and programming partsWill consist of written and programming parts

Programming part will be submitted onlineProgramming part will be submitted online
Programming to be done on CUNIX (or at least tested there)Programming to be done on CUNIX (or at least tested there)

Late policy: you are given 3 grace days during the semesterLate policy: you are given 3 grace days during the semester
A late day is exactly 24 hoursA late day is exactly 24 hours
Can use up to two on any individual homeworkCan use up to two on any individual homework
After late days used up, late submissions will After late days used up, late submissions will not be acceptednot be accepted

9 Homework 0Homework 0
ItIt’’s ups up
Basically, get your CUNIX account and make sure you can log intoBasically, get your CUNIX account and make sure you can log into itit

See if you can compile codeSee if you can compile code
Not to be submittedNot to be submitted
Thursday tutorial will cover most of these topicsThursday tutorial will cover most of these topics

10 CheatingCheating
Plagiarism and cheating: unacceptablePlagiarism and cheating: unacceptable

YouYou’’re expected to do re expected to do homeworkshomeworks by yourselfby yourself
Rest assured I have electronic tools to catch plagiarizersRest assured I have electronic tools to catch plagiarizers

I had five students last semesterI had five students last semester
Renaming variables, etc. doesnRenaming variables, etc. doesn’’t helpt help

Results: instant zero on assignment, likely referral to deanResults: instant zero on assignment, likely referral to dean
Columbia takes dishonesty Columbia takes dishonesty very seriouslyvery seriously
II’’d much rather you come to me or the TAs for helpd much rather you come to me or the TAs for help

11 FeedbackFeedback
This is a This is a ““guineaguinea--pigpig”” course: Icourse: I’’m open to suggestionsm open to suggestions
I canI can’’t promise It promise I’’ll make your dreams come true, but I will take any constructive ll make your dreams come true, but I will take any constructive feedback feedback 
seriouslyseriously

Not just templateNot just template--speak: ask my students from last semesterspeak: ask my students from last semester
II’’m here to help you succeed!m here to help you succeed!

12 Poll time!Poll time!
SchoolSchool

CC: 6CC: 6
SEAS: 60SEAS: 60
GS: 4GS: 4
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Other: 7Other: 7
YearYear

Freshman: 15Freshman: 15
Sophomore: 15Sophomore: 15
Junior: 5Junior: 5
Senior: 7Senior: 7
Masters or later: 6Masters or later: 6

13 Poll (II)Poll (II)
Have you programmed before?Have you programmed before?

No: 50No: 50
Yes (BASIC, VB): 6Yes (BASIC, VB): 6
Yes (C, C++, C#, Java): 4Yes (C, C++, C#, Java): 4

Have you usedHave you used……
UNIX: 7UNIX: 7
Windows command prompt: 10Windows command prompt: 10

YouYou’’re taking this classre taking this class……
Because you want to: 15Because you want to: 15
Because you have to: 40Because you have to: 40

14 What is Computer Science?What is Computer Science?

15 What is Computer Science?What is Computer Science?
We ask We ask GoogleGoogle: : http://http://www.google.com/search?qwww.google.com/search?q=define:Computer+Science=define:Computer+Science

I like this one best: I like this one best: ““The systematic study of algorithmic processes that describe and The systematic study of algorithmic processes that describe and 
transform information: their theory, analysis, design, efficienctransform information: their theory, analysis, design, efficiency, implementation, and y, implementation, and 
application.application.””

““Information ageInformation age””: we: we’’re presented with tons of information, and need tools to help orre presented with tons of information, and need tools to help organize it and ganize it and 
manipulate it.manipulate it.

16 Who cares?Who cares?
““II’’m taking this class because I have to know how to write code.m taking this class because I have to know how to write code.””
““II’’m taking this class because my advisor said I have to and I needm taking this class because my advisor said I have to and I need an A.an A.””
Several reasons:Several reasons:

Rising importance of computers in the world (and for your job)Rising importance of computers in the world (and for your job)
A good coder does A good coder does notnot necessarily make a good programmer or good computer scientistnecessarily make a good programmer or good computer scientist
Learning a programming language doesnLearning a programming language doesn’’t necessarily make a good codert necessarily make a good coder
BrainteasersBrainteasers……

17 So what are we going to do?So what are we going to do?
Study Study algorithmsalgorithms

An algorithm is a An algorithm is a ““set of steps that defines how a task is performedset of steps that defines how a task is performed””
Not necessarily as intuitive as you may thinkNot necessarily as intuitive as you may think

Study Study programs/softwareprograms/software
A program is machineA program is machine--compatible representation of an algorithm, written in a compatible representation of an algorithm, written in a programming languageprogramming language

Study (the basics of) Study (the basics of) hardware:hardware: how does the software run?how does the software run?

18 AbstractionAbstraction
While weWhile we’’re studying all this, maintain the fundamental principle of abstre studying all this, maintain the fundamental principle of abstractionraction
What is abstraction?What is abstraction?

http://www.google.com/search?q=define:abstractionhttp://www.google.com/search?q=define:abstraction
““Abstraction means ignoring many details in order to focus on theAbstraction means ignoring many details in order to focus on the most important elements of a problem.most important elements of a problem.””
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At any given time, we focus on one aspect of a problem, and abstAt any given time, we focus on one aspect of a problem, and abstract away the details of othersract away the details of others
Lets us build a Lets us build a ““big picturebig picture”” of Computer Science, brick by brickof Computer Science, brick by brick

19 Topics weTopics we’’ll coverll cover
WeWe’’ll start with the basics you need to start programming: languagell start with the basics you need to start programming: language basics, algorithm designbasics, algorithm design
Then, weThen, we’’ll take a bottomll take a bottom--up approach to the computerup approach to the computer

How is information stored in hardware?How is information stored in hardware?
How is information manipulated in hardware?How is information manipulated in hardware?
How do you tell the hardware to manipulate information?How do you tell the hardware to manipulate information?
How do you run this software in a reasonable fashion on a hardwaHow do you run this software in a reasonable fashion on a hardware?re?

Finally, weFinally, we’’ll look at some interesting directions for Computer Sciencell look at some interesting directions for Computer Science
AI: the AI: the ““futurefuture””??
Computation theory: what makes a computer a computer from a theoComputation theory: what makes a computer a computer from a theoretical perspective?retical perspective?

20 And in the labsAnd in the labs……
A pragmatic approach to learning the programming language of youA pragmatic approach to learning the programming language of your choicer choice
II’’ll work hard to synchronize the two parts of the class, althoughll work hard to synchronize the two parts of the class, although they wonthey won’’t always cover the t always cover the 
same topicssame topics

YouYou’’re re notnot going to write an operating system!going to write an operating system!

21 LetLet’’s start thinkings start thinking……
You've got a five quart jug, a three quart jug, and a lake.You've got a five quart jug, a three quart jug, and a lake. How do you come up with exactly a How do you come up with exactly a 
gallon of water?gallon of water?

This is (was?) a brainteaser asked at Microsoft interviewsThis is (was?) a brainteaser asked at Microsoft interviews

22 How to get a quartHow to get a quart
II’’ll model this as (ll model this as (x,yx,y) where x == # of quarts in five) where x == # of quarts in five--quart jug, y == # of quarts in threequart jug, y == # of quarts in three--gallon juggallon jug

1. Fill three: (0, 3)1. Fill three: (0, 3)
2. Move three to five: (3, 0)2. Move three to five: (3, 0)
3. Fill three: (3, 3)3. Fill three: (3, 3)
4. Move (as much as possible) three to five: (5, 1)4. Move (as much as possible) three to five: (5, 1)
5. Dump five: (0, 1)5. Dump five: (0, 1)
6. Move three to five: (1, 0)6. Move three to five: (1, 0)
7. Fill three: (1, 3)7. Fill three: (1, 3)
8. Move three to five: (4, 0)8. Move three to five: (4, 0)

23 Something more pragmatic, perhaps?Something more pragmatic, perhaps?
Given a map of the NYC subway system, design an algorithm that fGiven a map of the NYC subway system, design an algorithm that finds the inds the ““optimal routeoptimal route””
between two stationsbetween two stations

OK, this is not OK, this is not that that easy, and youeasy, and you’’re re notnot going to know enough to do this in this classgoing to know enough to do this in this class
But we can think about it conceptually: got any ideas?But we can think about it conceptually: got any ideas?
http://http://www.mta.info/nyct/maps/submap.htmwww.mta.info/nyct/maps/submap.htm

24 OK, how about something simpler?OK, how about something simpler?
Given 10 numbers, sort themGiven 10 numbers, sort them

Easy, you say?Easy, you say?
Sort 100 numbersSort 100 numbers
Sort 1,000 numbersSort 1,000 numbers
Do it fastDo it fast
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25 Being a good programmerBeing a good programmer……
Takes more than knowing how to write codeTakes more than knowing how to write code
It takes the ability to take a problem and break it down into smIt takes the ability to take a problem and break it down into small enough steps to write code all enough steps to write code 
that solves itthat solves it
It takes the ability of knowing enough of the field (and the lanIt takes the ability of knowing enough of the field (and the language) to know what a guage) to know what a ““stepstep””
isis
Hopefully, thatHopefully, that’’s what yous what you’’ll learn this Springll learn this Spring

26 Before we go any furtherBefore we go any further……
Let me prove that I, unlike most professors, know how to programLet me prove that I, unlike most professors, know how to program

All of us know C and Java, so donAll of us know C and Java, so don’’t hesitate to ask for helpt hesitate to ask for help
First program: always First program: always ““Hello, world!Hello, world!””
WeWe’’ll go through the details next weekll go through the details next week……
II’’ll put this code up; try running it for HW#0ll put this code up; try running it for HW#0

27 Next classNext class
NO LAB THIS WEEK!NO LAB THIS WEEK!

Next class will be on Thursday, 1/20, 11amNext class will be on Thursday, 1/20, 11am--12:15pm12:15pm
UNIX tutorialUNIX tutorial
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #2: Intro to UNIXLecture #2: Intro to UNIX

JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
Textbooks should now be available from Papyrus Textbooks should now be available from Papyrus –– has anyone tried to pick them up?has anyone tried to pick them up?
Awaiting confirmation on increasing section 2 size for 1114Awaiting confirmation on increasing section 2 size for 1114

WeWe’’ll probably move the roomll probably move the room
Please register!Please register!

3 A A ““WarningWarning””
II’’m about to cover a lot of material in 75 minutesm about to cover a lot of material in 75 minutes
I donI don’’t expect you to get everything initially, but try and understandt expect you to get everything initially, but try and understand the basics the basics of whatof what’’s going s going 
onon
Stop me and ask questions!Stop me and ask questions!

Especially if I type something too quicklyEspecially if I type something too quickly……

4 What is UNIX?What is UNIX?
UNIX was an operating system invented in AT&T/Bell Labs in the 7UNIX was an operating system invented in AT&T/Bell Labs in the 70s0s
Became extremely popular as it was easily adaptable to a varietyBecame extremely popular as it was easily adaptable to a variety of computing hardware, and of computing hardware, and 
because it supported because it supported multiusermultiuser/multitasking environments/multitasking environments
Who owns Who owns ““UNIXUNIX”” now?now?
Linux is not UNIX Linux is not UNIX ---- but is but is veryvery similarsimilar

SCO is just plain wrong, IMHOSCO is just plain wrong, IMHO

5 Why do you need to know UNIX?Why do you need to know UNIX?
ColumbiaColumbia’’s main computing cluster runs a version of UNIXs main computing cluster runs a version of UNIX

SunSun’’s Solaris 9 == Solaris 2.9 == SunOS 5.9s Solaris 9 == Solaris 2.9 == SunOS 5.9
Provides an Provides an ““equalequal”” and robust environment for everyone to work inand robust environment for everyone to work in
Useful for many engineering fields, or as a background for anyonUseful for many engineering fields, or as a background for anyone interested in Computer e interested in Computer 
ScienceScience

Resume materialResume material

6 Is UNIX userIs UNIX user--friendly?friendly?
No.No.
Well, itWell, it’’s getting better, but for many years, UNIX was considered s getting better, but for many years, UNIX was considered ““hacker/programmerhacker/programmer--friendlyfriendly””

Simple example: commands are generally very shortSimple example: commands are generally very short
UNIX is heavily commandUNIX is heavily command--line drivenline driven

A A ““commandcommand--lineline”” is a textual way of interacting with a computer, one line at a is a textual way of interacting with a computer, one line at a timetime
Windows has a commandWindows has a command--line too: Start => Programs => Accessories => Command Promptline too: Start => Programs => Accessories => Command Prompt
Less intuitive, but very powerfulLess intuitive, but very powerful

7 How do you log onto CUNIX?How do you log onto CUNIX?
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Through an Through an AcISAcIS SolarisSolaris--based machinebased machine
In particular, 251 Engineering Terrace: full graphical UNIX inteIn particular, 251 Engineering Terrace: full graphical UNIX interface (known as X)rface (known as X)

Requires extended account, unlike other Requires extended account, unlike other AcISAcIS labslabs

Via a remote machine: use telnet or Via a remote machine: use telnet or sshssh (Secure (Secure SHellSHell))
Advice: Advice: DonDon’’tt use telnet use telnet –– itit’’s insecure, and s insecure, and AcISAcIS will be turning it offwill be turning it off
AcISAcIS provides a free provides a free sshssh client, client, TeraTermTeraTerm –– letlet’’s take a looks take a look……

8 Useful UNIX commandsUseful UNIX commands
1 lsls: : List filesList files

mvmv:: move/rename filesmove/rename files
cp:cp: copy filescopy files
rmrm:: remove filesremove files
cat: cat: print out a fileprint out a file
mkdirmkdir:: make directorymake directory
rmdirrmdir:: remove directoryremove directory

2 cdcd:: change directorychange directory
pwdpwd:: print working directoryprint working directory
man:man: manual pagemanual page
gccgcc, , javacjavac:: compilerscompilers
emacsemacs, , picopico, vi:, vi: editorseditors
more, less:more, less: pagerspagers
lprlpr:: print (in 251)print (in 251)

9 Directory structureDirectory structure
Ever used Windows Explorer?Ever used Windows Explorer?
A A ““//”” is the is the delimeterdelimeter to separate out parts of the to separate out parts of the pathnamepathname

Windows uses Windows uses ““\\”…”…
Just Just ““//”” is the root: is the root: nono drive letters in UNIXdrive letters in UNIX

““....””: parent directory: parent directory
All your files are in /{home}/All your files are in /{home}/UNIUNI//

On CUNIX, not literally On CUNIX, not literally ““homehome””, some prefix, some prefix
~ or ~/cs10034 is easiest way to reference your ~ or ~/cs10034 is easiest way to reference your ““homehome””

10 UNIX environmentUNIX environment
You run in a You run in a ““shellshell””, typically bash, typically bash
““SettingsSettings”” that apply when youthat apply when you’’re logged inre logged in
PATH: where to look for programs to run (including the aforementPATH: where to look for programs to run (including the aforementioned UNIX utilities, which are in ioned UNIX utilities, which are in 
//usrusr/bin)/bin)

Sometimes, may need Sometimes, may need ““././a.outa.out””, not , not ““a.outa.out””
set, export:set, export: Lets you manipulate the environmentLets you manipulate the environment

““export CLASSPATH=/home/jjp32/javacodeexport CLASSPATH=/home/jjp32/javacode””
Goes into Goes into ““~/.profile~/.profile”” if you want it to be automaticif you want it to be automatic

DonDon’’t worry about this yet, just keep it in mindt worry about this yet, just keep it in mind……

11 Pipes, redirectionPipes, redirection
Lets you reroute output from one program to a file (redirection)Lets you reroute output from one program to a file (redirection) or to another program or to another program 
(pipes)(pipes)
lsls > > test.txttest.txt:: Puts list of files in Puts list of files in test.txttest.txt
less < less < test.txttest.txt:: CatCat’’s s test.txttest.txt through a pagerthrough a pager
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lsls | less:| less: Useful if you have a long list of filesUseful if you have a long list of files

12 EditorsEditors
Pico: The Pico: The ““Pine ComposerPine Composer”” –– veryvery easy to use, but very plaineasy to use, but very plain--janejane
EmacsEmacs: : ““Editor Editor MACroSMACroS””

Extremely powerfulExtremely powerful
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?EmacsStandsForhttp://c2.com/cgi/wiki?EmacsStandsFor
I recommend this, especially I recommend this, especially ““overover”” X X –– autoauto--indenting will save you indenting will save you manymany times overtimes over

Vi: Vi: ““Visual InterpreterVisual Interpreter””
Want to be l33ter than me?  Learn thisWant to be l33ter than me?  Learn this

Windows tools, Windows tools, IDEsIDEs: you can use, but not supported: you can use, but not supported

13 XX
The X Window System is the GUI for UNIXThe X Window System is the GUI for UNIX
Invented at MIT in the 80sInvented at MIT in the 80s

X11 was released in the 90sX11 was released in the 90s
Supports Supports ““remote displaysremote displays”” over the networkover the network

““X serverX server”” is the display: you can download one for Windows at is the display: you can download one for Windows at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/crf/crfhttp://www.cs.columbia.edu/crf/crf--
guide/resources/software/xwin32.htmlguide/resources/software/xwin32.html

Tip: Use the Tip: Use the ““X ForwardingX Forwarding”” option in option in TeraTermTeraTerm’’ss sshssh client, start up X server, have funclient, start up X server, have fun
emacsemacs is 100 times easier this wayis 100 times easier this way……

14 If you donIf you don’’t have broadbandt have broadband……??
Various workaroundsVarious workarounds

Get broadbandGet broadband
Stay connected for long times, and donStay connected for long times, and don’’t use Xt use X
Use 251 ETUse 251 ET
Set up a UNIXSet up a UNIX--like environment on Windowslike environment on Windows

Windows has a command prompt called Windows has a command prompt called ““cmdcmd”” (NT/2k/XP) or (NT/2k/XP) or ““commandcommand”” (95/98/Me)(95/98/Me)
For 1003: For 1003: cygwincygwin gives you a UNIX shell, gives you a UNIX shell, gccgcc, , lsls, etc., etc.
For 1004: Java Development Kit from Sun gives you For 1004: Java Development Kit from Sun gives you javacjavac
EmacsEmacs can be downloaded for free, toocan be downloaded for free, too
See the resources page tonight for links to the aboveSee the resources page tonight for links to the above

15 Transferring filesTransferring files
Especially for those of you working from home, might want to copEspecially for those of you working from home, might want to copy files back and forthy files back and forth
FTP: File Transfer ProtocolFTP: File Transfer Protocol
AcISAcIS provides WS_FTP for freeprovides WS_FTP for free

Insecure :Insecure :--//
PuTTYPuTTY has a free Secure FTP client, but ithas a free Secure FTP client, but it’’s commands command--line based; see resourcesline based; see resources

16 Other useful utilitiesOther useful utilities
finger, who, w: See whofinger, who, w: See who’’s logged in, get more infos logged in, get more info
lookup: Columbialookup: Columbia’’s white pagess white pages

Not everyone is listed thoughNot everyone is listed though
fortune: OK, not necessarily useful, but funfortune: OK, not necessarily useful, but fun

17 Additional resourcesAdditional resources
I know this tutorial was admittedly quickI know this tutorial was admittedly quick……
WebWeb--based tutorials on UNIX and based tutorials on UNIX and emacsemacs::

http://www.columbia.edu/acis/webdev/unix/index.htmlhttp://www.columbia.edu/acis/webdev/unix/index.html
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http://www.columbia.edu/acis/publications/emacs.htmlhttp://www.columbia.edu/acis/publications/emacs.html
More links on Resources pageMore links on Resources page

AcISAcIS will have handswill have hands--on training sessions in 252 ETon training sessions in 252 ET
How many 1003 students interested?  (Java by default)How many 1003 students interested?  (Java by default)
II’’ll mail a list of the sessionsll mail a list of the sessions

Come see me or the TAs: weCome see me or the TAs: we’’re happy to helpre happy to help
II’’ll try to have a TA hold office hours in 251 ETll try to have a TA hold office hours in 251 ET
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #3: Intro to Programming LanguagesLecture #3: Intro to Programming Languages

JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
Buy those textbooks Buy those textbooks –– the Papyrus guy is after me!the Papyrus guy is after me!
Third TAThird TA
Labs start this weekLabs start this week

Section 2 for 1114 has been moved & increased to 40 studentsSection 2 for 1114 has been moved & increased to 40 students
Room is a little hard to get to Room is a little hard to get to –– see instructions on the class websitesee instructions on the class website

Labs are more recitations than labs per seLabs are more recitations than labs per se
Consolidation?Consolidation?
At least one set of OH in 251 ETAt least one set of OH in 251 ET

Register for the Register for the webboardwebboard
AcISAcIS training sessionstraining sessions
Office hoursOffice hours
Who hasnWho hasn’’t registered for a lab?t registered for a lab?

3 AgendaAgenda
Finish up UNIX tutorial, talk about HW#0Finish up UNIX tutorial, talk about HW#0
Segue into programmingSegue into programming

What exactly does the code do, and why?What exactly does the code do, and why?
General programming concepts you need to knowGeneral programming concepts you need to know

HW#1 to be released this weekHW#1 to be released this week
Programming is Programming is veryvery easy, and very short: more a piggyback off of HW#0 than anythineasy, and very short: more a piggyback off of HW#0 than anything elseg else
Check the websiteCheck the website
YouYou’’ve got plenty of time, so ve got plenty of time, so relaxrelax

4 UNIX UNIX reduxredux
filename~: not the same thing as ~/filenamefilename~: not the same thing as ~/filename

The latter is a The latter is a ““backupbackup”” file generated by editors like file generated by editors like emacsemacs
Files in UNIX are caseFiles in UNIX are case--sensitivesensitive

HelloWorld.javaHelloWorld.java vs. vs. helloworld.javahelloworld.java vsvs HELLOWORLD.javaHELLOWORLD.java
““cdcd”” by itself is equivalent to by itself is equivalent to ““cdcd ~~”” or or ““cdcd ~/~/””

However, ~/ lets you reference files/directories However, ~/ lets you reference files/directories absolutelyabsolutely as well, which as well, which cdcd doesndoesn’’tt

5 UNIX (II)UNIX (II)
Two sets of files: those on the server vs. on your computerTwo sets of files: those on the server vs. on your computer

Use FTP to move things back and forthUse FTP to move things back and forth……
Other questions from last time?Other questions from last time?

6 So, what to do for HW#0?So, what to do for HW#0?
NotNot freak outfreak out
LetLet’’s do it right now, step by steps do it right now, step by step
PleasePlease ask me questions now if you donask me questions now if you don’’t get itt get it……
Steps:Steps:
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Get Get HelloWorld.javaHelloWorld.java or or hello.chello.c onto CUNIX accountonto CUNIX account
Go into CUNIX and run compilerGo into CUNIX and run compiler
Run the codeRun the code

What does the code mean?What does the code mean?

7 What does the code mean?What does the code mean?
1 public class public class HelloWorldHelloWorld {{

public static void public static void main(Stringmain(String[] [] argsargs) {) {
System.out.println(System.out.println(““HelloHello world!world!””););

}}
}}

2 #include <#include <stdio.hstdio.h>>
intint main() {main() {

printf(printf(““HelloHello world!world!\\nn””););
}}

8 Why do we program this way?Why do we program this way?
A machine generally processes very primitive calculatorA machine generally processes very primitive calculator--like instructions:like instructions:

““Get first number from memoryGet first number from memory””
““Get second number from memoryGet second number from memory””
““Add the two numbersAdd the two numbers””
““Store the results back in memoryStore the results back in memory””

All of this is in binary code (machine language) All of this is in binary code (machine language) 
An An ““operationoperation”” might be 01110010100101001001010100010101might be 01110010100101001001010100010101
WeWe’’ll learn how this works laterll learn how this works later

In short: yuck!In short: yuck!

9 One step upOne step up
Instead of using hardInstead of using hard--toto--read machine language, use textual representationsread machine language, use textual representations

LD R1, x (LD R1, x (load the value of X into R1 in the CPUload the value of X into R1 in the CPU))
LD R2, yLD R2, y
ADD R0, R1, R2ADD R0, R1, R2
etc.etc.

AssemblyAssembly language: considered language: considered ““secondsecond--levellevel”” languagelanguage
Still really annoying: what we want is Still really annoying: what we want is ““x + yx + y””

10 33rdrd--generation languagesgeneration languages
Started in the 50s/60s with FORTRAN and COBOLStarted in the 50s/60s with FORTRAN and COBOL
Idea: take a higherIdea: take a higher--level description of what we want to do, and let the computer level description of what we want to do, and let the computer translatetranslate it into the it into the 
machine language as specified beforemachine language as specified before
Called Called compilercompiler because it might take a single highbecause it might take a single high--level command, and compile a sequence of lowlevel command, and compile a sequence of low--level level 
commandscommands

Input highInput high--level language as text, store binary commands in level language as text, store binary commands in executable fileexecutable file
Alternative: Alternative: interpretinterpret commands on the fly and issue lowcommands on the fly and issue low--level statements to the processor (BASIC does level statements to the processor (BASIC does 
this)this)
C is compiled; Java between compiled and interpretedC is compiled; Java between compiled and interpreted

11 44thth--generation languagesgeneration languages
Very highVery high--level languages; historically intended for userlevel languages; historically intended for user--friendlinessfriendliness
Many Many ““applicationapplication--specificspecific”” languageslanguages

MatlabMatlab might be construed as onemight be construed as one
Rapid development tools (database languages, Visual Basic, etc.)Rapid development tools (database languages, Visual Basic, etc.)
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Tends to do a lot of the work Tends to do a lot of the work itselfitself
WeWe’’ll focus on 3ll focus on 3rdrd--generation languages in this course; skills can be used in 4GLsgeneration languages in this course; skills can be used in 4GLs

12 Different kinds of 3GLsDifferent kinds of 3GLs
C and Java are C and Java are procedural procedural or or imperativeimperative languageslanguages

You define You define proceduresprocedures, or sets of steps, to solve, or sets of steps, to solve
Java is also considered an Java is also considered an objectobject--orientedoriented languagelanguage

Not the only way to programNot the only way to program
Declarative programming: you declare Declarative programming: you declare ““factsfacts””: Excel: Excel
Functional programming: you develop Functional programming: you develop ““functionsfunctions””, and then build them up; very similar to a set of equations, and then build them up; very similar to a set of equations
WonWon’’t look at these, although there is some conceptual overlapt look at these, although there is some conceptual overlap

ObjectObject--oriented programming: model on top of the others that specify hooriented programming: model on top of the others that specify how to organize information and w to organize information and 
code; wecode; we’’ll talk about this laterll talk about this later

13 Elements of procedural programmingElements of procedural programming
Procedure declarationProcedure declaration

Mathematical function is a decent model, actuallyMathematical function is a decent model, actually
What are the inputs?What are the inputs?
What are the outputs?What are the outputs?

Declarative statements: define terminology to be used later in tDeclarative statements: define terminology to be used later in the programhe program
Imperative statements: actually perform actions related to what Imperative statements: actually perform actions related to what we wantwe want
In C and Java, each declarative/imperative statement In C and Java, each declarative/imperative statement mustmust end with a semicolonend with a semicolon
Comments: not actually processed; merely for human readabilityComments: not actually processed; merely for human readability

14 General model of procedural programmingGeneral model of procedural programming
Get some information from userGet some information from user
Process the informationProcess the information
Give the user some resultsGive the user some results
How does Hello World follow this model?How does Hello World follow this model?

Input: we donInput: we don’’t need anything: we already know what wet need anything: we already know what we’’re going to outputre going to output
Process: nothing to process, since we already know the outputProcess: nothing to process, since we already know the output
Results: print out Results: print out ““Hello world!Hello world!””

Some other simple examplesSome other simple examples……

15 CompilingCompiling
The compiler takes the source code you write in The compiler takes the source code you write in text formtext form and produces binary outputand produces binary output
As it goes along, it checks your source for As it goes along, it checks your source for syntax errorssyntax errors

Errors may be cryptic at timesErrors may be cryptic at times
There are errors which the compiler wonThere are errors which the compiler won’’t be able to detect (t be able to detect (semantic errorssemantic errors))

If there are no errors, it spits output, and quitsIf there are no errors, it spits output, and quits
You can then run your program on the machineYou can then run your program on the machine

For Java, must run through an For Java, must run through an interpreterinterpreter
For C, itFor C, it’’s machine code: just run it!s machine code: just run it!
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #4: Language concepts, data storageLecture #4: Language concepts, data storage

JanakJanak J J ParekhParekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#1 is out!HW#1 is out!

I hope youI hope you’’re checking the website frequentlyre checking the website frequently
Should know everything for the HW this weekShould know everything for the HW this week
Programming is about 5 lines of code, so donProgramming is about 5 lines of code, so don’’t worry too mucht worry too much

Fourth TA: Rob Fourth TA: Rob TobkesTobkes
Info on websiteInfo on website
We now have office hours 5 days a weekWe now have office hours 5 days a week

Labs updateLabs update
HowHow’’d your first lab go?d your first lab go?
This week only: This week only: SuhitSuhit’’ss combining Thursday C labs to see what works bestcombining Thursday C labs to see what works best

Register for the Register for the webboardwebboard, or else!, or else!
Put books on reserve?Put books on reserve?

3 AgendaAgenda
Finish up language introFinish up language intro
Start data representation conceptsStart data representation concepts
Hopefully everything you need for the theory part of HW#1Hopefully everything you need for the theory part of HW#1

If not, IIf not, I’’ll trim the HW#1 theory a little bitll trim the HW#1 theory a little bit
Some overlap with labsSome overlap with labs……

4 VariablesVariables
Very often, we want to store information from user as Very often, we want to store information from user as datadata
We can do so by We can do so by declaringdeclaring variablesvariables

In C or Java, a In C or Java, a declarative statementdeclarative statement
““datatypedatatype variablenamevariablename [ = value ];[ = value ];””, e.g., e.g.
““intint i = 5;i = 5;””
Conceptually similar to a mathematical variable, but we try to bConceptually similar to a mathematical variable, but we try to be more precise and assign the variable a e more precise and assign the variable a data typedata type

We can then assign We can then assign valuesvalues to these variablesto these variables
From user inputFrom user input
As the result of some computationAs the result of some computation
Even random numbersEven random numbers

5 What data types?What data types?
Lots; youLots; you’’ll see some of them in the labsll see some of them in the labs
Some basicsSome basics……

intint = Integer, generally between = Integer, generally between --2 billion and positive 2 billion2 billion and positive 2 billion
double = Floatingdouble = Floating--point (i.e., flexible number of decimal places), roughly betweenpoint (i.e., flexible number of decimal places), roughly between --1010308308 and 10and 10308308 (although not an (although not an 
infinite number of decimals!)infinite number of decimals!)
char = Character (such as char = Character (such as ‘‘aa’’))
Strings (i.e., words, sentences or arbitrary alphanumeric data) Strings (i.e., words, sentences or arbitrary alphanumeric data) are complicated are complicated 

WeWe’’ll talk about storage shortlyll talk about storage shortly……

6 And moreAnd more……
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We can even declare We can even declare arraysarrays of variablesof variables
Since weSince we’’re not going to have 50,000 declarations at the beginning of evere not going to have 50,000 declarations at the beginning of every piece of codery piece of code
““intint j[10];j[10];”” in C, in C, ““intint j[] = new int[10];j[] = new int[10];”” in Javain Java
Access array by Access array by indexindex, e.g., , e.g., ““j[5] = 15;j[5] = 15;””
Note array is homogeneous, not heterogeneousNote array is homogeneous, not heterogeneous

Can get much more complicated by this, but letCan get much more complicated by this, but let’’s not worry about that yets not worry about that yet

7 Constants and literalsConstants and literals
We donWe don’’t need to declare variables for everything; as we saw, we can jut need to declare variables for everything; as we saw, we can just st literallyliterally put numbers in place put numbers in place 
when we want to do thingswhen we want to do things

e.g., print the sum of 10 and 15e.g., print the sum of 10 and 15
We can also declare that certain variables are We can also declare that certain variables are constantsconstants for sanityfor sanity’’s sakes sake

““const double Pi = 3.141592654const double Pi = 3.141592654”” in Cin C
““final double Pi = 3.141592654final double Pi = 3.141592654”” in Javain Java

8 AssignmentsAssignments
Once weOnce we’’ve ve declareddeclared our variables, we might want to assign them valuesour variables, we might want to assign them values

x = 5;x = 5;
Can do this at declarationCan do this at declaration--time, tootime, too

intint x = 5;x = 5;
Key concept: the above two statements are not functionally equivKey concept: the above two statements are not functionally equivalent!alent!
OperatorsOperators commonly used in assignmentscommonly used in assignments

* for multiply, + for add, * for multiply, + for add, -- for subtractfor subtract……
Operator precedence applies: use parentheses!Operator precedence applies: use parentheses!

9 CommentsComments
As your code becomes more complex, youAs your code becomes more complex, you’’ll want to document it a littlell want to document it a little
In C and Java, can use In C and Java, can use ““/* comment *//* comment */”” notationnotation

Can be multiple linesCan be multiple lines
In Java, can also use In Java, can also use ““// comment// comment”” notationnotation

SingleSingle--line onlyline only
Sometimes works in C too, but depends on age of compilerSometimes works in C too, but depends on age of compiler

10 Control statementsControl statements
We generally want to adjust the behavior of our program based onWe generally want to adjust the behavior of our program based on the situationthe situation

Options in a menu: Options in a menu: ifif the user clicks Save, the user clicks Save, thenthen save the file.  save the file.  Else ifElse if the user clicks Exit, the user clicks Exit, thenthen Exit.  And so onExit.  And so on……
In older programming languages, In older programming languages, ““gotogoto”” would existwould exist

Considered bad form nowadays, because it can lead to very confusConsidered bad form nowadays, because it can lead to very confusing codeing code
Instead, the Instead, the ifif--thenthen--elseelse construct is usedconstruct is used

if(somethingif(something) do something) do something
else else if(somethingif(something else) do something elseelse) do something else
elseelse do a generic thingdo a generic thing

Generally, control statement itself doesnGenerally, control statement itself doesn’’t need a semicolont need a semicolon

11 WhatWhat’’s s ““somethingsomething””??
A A booleanboolean conditioncondition
That is, if the test clause evaluates to That is, if the test clause evaluates to truetrue, then the corresponding code is executed, then the corresponding code is executed
Use curly braces ({,}) to Use curly braces ({,}) to ““group togethergroup together”” code to be executedcode to be executed
if(numcreditsif(numcredits > 20) {> 20) {

printf(printf(““YouYou’’rere insane!insane!””););
}}
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12 What is a What is a booleanboolean value?value?
In Java, there is a data type called In Java, there is a data type called booleanboolean

Can be assigned Can be assigned ““truetrue”” or or ““falsefalse””
In C, no such In C, no such datatypedatatype; you can use an ; you can use an intint to represent itto represent it

0 is false, any nonzero value is true (1 is common)0 is false, any nonzero value is true (1 is common)
Can Can ““createcreate”” a a booleanboolean datatypedatatype, much later in the semester, much later in the semester

Why 0 and 1?Why 0 and 1?
Three more slidesThree more slides……

13 What are What are booleanboolean operators?operators?
A A logic operatorlogic operator that takes one or two operands and produces a that takes one or two operands and produces a booleanboolean resultresult
For numbers:For numbers:

Equals: ==Equals: ==
Greater than: >Greater than: >
Less than: <Less than: <

Extremely important: Extremely important: ““==”” is not is not ““====””
““==”” is an is an assignment operatorassignment operator, while , while ““====”” is a is a booleanboolean testtest

C programmers: C programmers: you will get burned by this at least once in your lifeyou will get burned by this at least once in your life
Java programmers: the compiler will usually warn youJava programmers: the compiler will usually warn you

14 Combine Combine booleanboolean values?values?
AND: &&AND: &&

Only true if both operands are trueOnly true if both operands are true
OR: ||OR: ||

Only false if both operands are falseOnly false if both operands are false
NOT: !NOT: !

Takes single operand and reverses itTakes single operand and reverses it
We can draw We can draw ““truth tablestruth tables”” for each of thesefor each of these
LetLet’’s do a few exampless do a few examples……

15 LoopsLoops
Instead of doing something Instead of doing something onceonce, can we do something , can we do something many timesmany times until a until a booleanboolean condition is satisfied?condition is satisfied?

Yes, we canYes, we can
while(somethingwhile(something is true) do somethingis true) do something
Will keep on running (potentially forever)Will keep on running (potentially forever)
How can we make an infinite loop (not that weHow can we make an infinite loop (not that we’’d want to)?d want to)?
How can we make our loops nonHow can we make our loops non--infinite?infinite?

for statement: more complex notation for loopsfor statement: more complex notation for loops
In labsIn labs……

Iteration Iteration is the fancy term for such repetitionis the fancy term for such repetition

16 How is this information represented in the machine?How is this information represented in the machine?
Bit Bit (binary digit): either 0 or 1(binary digit): either 0 or 1

Why?Why?
What can we do with bits?What can we do with bits?

Combine them together into larger valuesCombine them together into larger values
Base 2 representation of numbersBase 2 representation of numbers……

Converting from decimal to binary: divide by 2 repeatedly and keConverting from decimal to binary: divide by 2 repeatedly and keep the remainderep the remainder
Converting from binary to decimal: multiply the Converting from binary to decimal: multiply the iithth digit by 2digit by 2ii (with i starting at 0 for the ones(with i starting at 0 for the ones’’ digit)digit)

17 Binary representation, contBinary representation, cont’’d.d.
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We can also represent characters (in general) as a binary sequenWe can also represent characters (in general) as a binary sequencece
ASCII: American Standard Code for Information InterchangeASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Originally used 7 bits to represent a single characterOriginally used 7 bits to represent a single character
Now, 8 bits used == Now, 8 bits used == byte byte in most computers todayin most computers today
GoogleGoogle for for ““ASCII tableASCII table””

Finally, we can apply Finally, we can apply logiclogic operators to bit valuesoperators to bit values
AND, OR, NOT, XOR are the four basicsAND, OR, NOT, XOR are the four basics

Why XOR?Why XOR?
WeWe’’ve already seen the first twove already seen the first two……

18 AND AND andand OROR

19 NOT and XORNOT and XOR

20 Logic diagramsLogic diagrams
Use those four building blocks to build increasingly complex logUse those four building blocks to build increasingly complex logic operators, and ultimately ic operators, and ultimately 
devicesdevices
Example: how would we diagram a AND b AND c?Example: how would we diagram a AND b AND c?

21 Next timeNext time
Finish up data storageFinish up data storage
Start talking about understanding algorithms using all our newfoStart talking about understanding algorithms using all our newfound informationund information
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Lecture #5: Data storage, algorithmsLecture #5: Data storage, algorithms

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#1 is due ThursdayHW#1 is due Thursday
HW#2 will come out at about the same timeHW#2 will come out at about the same time
TA office hour changesTA office hour changes

Check the website and Check the website and webboardwebboard on a weekly basison a weekly basis
Another UNIX tutorial session via the ACMAnother UNIX tutorial session via the ACM

Not handsNot hands--on; more of a lecture styleon; more of a lecture style
Wednesday 7:30pm, 252 ETWednesday 7:30pm, 252 ET

Is the board readable?Is the board readable?

3 AgendaAgenda
Finish up data representationFinish up data representation

II’’m going to skip flipm going to skip flip--flops and twoflops and two’’s complement until later in the semester, when it fits betters complement until later in the semester, when it fits better
Start algorithms discussionStart algorithms discussion

4 Why do you care about bits?Why do you care about bits?
These are the basic buildingThese are the basic building--blocks of a computerblocks of a computer
It turns out you can build It turns out you can build everythingeverything up from those four primitive operations!up from those four primitive operations!
Bit and logic constructs pervade throughout a programming languaBit and logic constructs pervade throughout a programming language as wellge as well

Logic constructs are fundamental to programmingLogic constructs are fundamental to programming

5 Some bitsSome bits--andand--bytes triviabytes trivia
8 bits typically == 1 byte8 bits typically == 1 byte
Blocks of memory done in powers of 2Blocks of memory done in powers of 2
221010 bytes == 1024 bytes == 1 kilobytebytes == 1024 bytes == 1 kilobyte
222020 bytes == 1,048,576 bytes == 1 megabytebytes == 1,048,576 bytes == 1 megabyte
223030 bytes == 1 gigabytebytes == 1 gigabyte
Confusion with metric termsConfusion with metric terms
Several different kinds of memorySeveral different kinds of memory

RAM RAM –– Random Access Memory Random Access Memory –– very fastvery fast
Hard disks, CDs, tapes Hard disks, CDs, tapes –– mass storage systems mass storage systems –– generally slowergenerally slower

6 Algorithm basicsAlgorithm basics
An algorithm is An algorithm is ““an ordered set of unambiguous, executable stepsan ordered set of unambiguous, executable steps””..

Ordered Ordered –– does not imply does not imply ““followed in orderfollowed in order””
Executable Executable –– each step must be doableeach step must be doable
Unambiguous Unambiguous –– during execution, information in the state of the process must during execution, information in the state of the process must be sufficient to be sufficient to 
determine, uniquely and completely, the actions required by eachdetermine, uniquely and completely, the actions required by each stepstep
Implies that the algorithm Implies that the algorithm terminatesterminates with a resultwith a result

The The ““halting problemhalting problem””
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7 Why do we care?Why do we care?
Applies to realApplies to real--world circumstances as wellworld circumstances as well

Every activity of the human mind actually the result of an algorEvery activity of the human mind actually the result of an algorithm execution?ithm execution?
Difference: we understand the realDifference: we understand the real--world contextworld context

Once we understand the digital context, programming ultimately bOnce we understand the digital context, programming ultimately becomes easyecomes easy
Challenge: representing an algorithmChallenge: representing an algorithm

English is lousy for thisEnglish is lousy for this
A major challenge in software designA major challenge in software design

8 So how do we represent algorithms?So how do we represent algorithms?
Several key building blocksSeveral key building blocks
Primitives (+, Primitives (+, --, etc.), etc.)

Insufficient by itself for Insufficient by itself for ““higherhigher--levellevel”” code code –– too repetitious, much like assemblytoo repetitious, much like assembly
HigherHigher--order language constructsorder language constructs

Assignment Assignment (a = b + 5)(a = b + 5)
ConditionalsConditionals (if (a > 10)(if (a > 10)……))
LoopsLoops (while (a < 20)(while (a < 20)……))
ProceduresProcedures (c = random())(c = random())

9 WhatWhat’’s s psuedocodepsuedocode??
A way of approximating the syntax of real code without getting lA way of approximating the syntax of real code without getting lost in the syntactic detailsost in the syntactic details
In essence, a cross between English and codeIn essence, a cross between English and code
Useful when trying to design an algorithm on paperUseful when trying to design an algorithm on paper
In this class, IIn this class, I’’ll generally avoid ll generally avoid psuedocodepsuedocode except when necessaryexcept when necessary
YouYou’’re welcome to use the bookre welcome to use the book’’s model or my models model or my model

10 Procedures?Procedures?
II’’ve dealt with this implicitly, but letve dealt with this implicitly, but let’’s be more formals be more formal
How does How does printfprintf((……) or ) or System.out.printlnSystem.out.println((……) work?) work?

Someone else has written the code to handle printingSomeone else has written the code to handle printing
These These proceduresprocedures may take may take parametersparameters and may and may returnreturn a resulta result
Note Note –– many parameters, single result!many parameters, single result!

Called Called functions functions in C, in C, methodsmethods in Javain Java

11 Why procedures?Why procedures?
Code reuseCode reuse

If we design a mathematical operation, we donIf we design a mathematical operation, we don’’t want to have to write it out repeatedlyt want to have to write it out repeatedly
Code organizationCode organization

Lets us Lets us ““segmentsegment”” the code to make it more readable and manageablethe code to make it more readable and manageable
Enables abstractionEnables abstraction

Worry about the details of a particular task in its own procedurWorry about the details of a particular task in its own procedure, not elsewheree, not elsewhere

12 Declaring a procedure in C or JavaDeclaring a procedure in C or Java
Basic concept: just name oneBasic concept: just name one

Three parts: procedure name, return valueThree parts: procedure name, return value’’s s datatypedatatype, and argument list, and argument list
Argument list is a pair of Argument list is a pair of datatypedatatype and and variable namevariable name
Why no name for the return value?Why no name for the return value?

LetLet’’s write a very simple example: finding the average of two numbers write a very simple example: finding the average of two numberss
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13 Organizing codeOrganizing code
What does our main() function do, then?What does our main() function do, then?
For any nonFor any non--trivial program, generally main() is used to set up and control trivial program, generally main() is used to set up and control the program, and then all the the program, and then all the 
handling is done in subsidiary functionshandling is done in subsidiary functions

In C, order of functions may matterIn C, order of functions may matter
In Java, In Java, constructorsconstructors are also used for setup purposesare also used for setup purposes

This way, we avoid a 5,000This way, we avoid a 5,000--line main()line main()
Learning optimal organizing takes time and experienceLearning optimal organizing takes time and experience

14 How do we come up with algorithms?How do we come up with algorithms?
An imprecise science at best: problemAn imprecise science at best: problem--solvingsolving

Understand the problemUnderstand the problem
Get an idea of how/which algorithm might solve the problemGet an idea of how/which algorithm might solve the problem
Formulate the algorithm and represent as a programFormulate the algorithm and represent as a program
Evaluate the program for accuracy and potential to solve other pEvaluate the program for accuracy and potential to solve other problemsroblems

This is not much help, is it?This is not much help, is it?

15 ““Get a foot in the doorGet a foot in the door””
Try doing the first (few) Try doing the first (few) step(sstep(s) by hand) by hand

Look at what you had to do to accomplish itLook at what you had to do to accomplish it
See if you can reapply this to continue solving the problemSee if you can reapply this to continue solving the problem

Reapply another solutionReapply another solution
Stepwise refinementStepwise refinement

Look at the problem from a very high levelLook at the problem from a very high level
Break it down repeatedly into smaller pieces, until we get a setBreak it down repeatedly into smaller pieces, until we get a set of algorithmic stepsof algorithmic steps

16 Iterative structuresIterative structures
Very often, we need to Very often, we need to repeatrepeat steps in order to solve a problemsteps in order to solve a problem
A number of basic methodologies that do precisely thisA number of basic methodologies that do precisely this

Sequential search algorithmSequential search algorithm
LoopLoop--based controlbased control
SortingSorting

Warning: need to keep track of Warning: need to keep track of boundary conditionsboundary conditions

17 LetLet’’s try some simple exampless try some simple examples
1.1. Print out the first Print out the first nn numbers, and keep a running totalnumbers, and keep a running total
2.2. Print out the first Print out the first nn Fibonacci numbersFibonacci numbers
3.3. Write a function that calculates Write a function that calculates x^yx^y (i.e., raise x to the y power)(i.e., raise x to the y power)
4.4. Reverse a list (array) of numbersReverse a list (array) of numbers

18 Next timeNext time
Look at another approach to algorithm problemLook at another approach to algorithm problem--solvingsolving
Discuss how to compare algorithms and their efficiencyDiscuss how to compare algorithms and their efficiency
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2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#2 is outHW#2 is out

You You really really should start earlier for this oneshould start earlier for this one……
HW#1 being gradedHW#1 being graded

Most people seemed to do well on the programsMost people seemed to do well on the programs
If you couldnIf you couldn’’t do the HW#1 programming, come see me and lett do the HW#1 programming, come see me and let’’s straighten it out s straighten it out –– future future 
homeworkshomeworks will only be harderwill only be harder
Questions?  Feedback?Questions?  Feedback?

Yet another ACM UNIX session this Wednesday (more advanced stuffYet another ACM UNIX session this Wednesday (more advanced stuff), 7:30, 252 ET), 7:30, 252 ET

3 AgendaAgenda
Sidebar: good homework practicesSidebar: good homework practices
Continue algorithms discussionContinue algorithms discussion

4 Homework notesHomework notes
As I suggest, make sure you know what you want to do first, As I suggest, make sure you know what you want to do first, conceptuallyconceptually, before programming it, before programming it
How to debug your code?How to debug your code?

First First -- recognize if your error is syntax or semanticsrecognize if your error is syntax or semantics
Learn how to understand the compilerLearn how to understand the compiler’’s error messagess error messages
Try going through the code by hand and make sure it makes senseTry going through the code by hand and make sure it makes sense
Put Put debugging statementsdebugging statements in your codein your code
If you are truly stuck, go to a TAIf you are truly stuck, go to a TA’’s office hours or email them a s office hours or email them a detaileddetailed bugreportbugreport
DonDon’’t send code!t send code!

5 Homework notes (II)Homework notes (II)
Commenting your codeCommenting your code

I didnI didn’’t require it for HW#1, but I want you to start for HW#2t require it for HW#1, but I want you to start for HW#2
/* /* …… */ and // conventions*/ and // conventions
What to comment?What to comment?

Put your name and a brief description at the top of your source Put your name and a brief description at the top of your source filefile
Put a comment before things that are nonPut a comment before things that are non--obviousobvious
Put a comment before nonPut a comment before non--obvious functionsobvious functions
Wherever else you feel appropriateWherever else you feel appropriate

Look at my examplesLook at my examples……

6 Review of last classReview of last class
Strategies with coming up with algorithmsStrategies with coming up with algorithms……

““Get foot in the doorGet foot in the door””: try to get an intuitive grasp on the problem first, conceptual: try to get an intuitive grasp on the problem first, conceptuallyly
Stepwise refinement: take the big picture and break into smallerStepwise refinement: take the big picture and break into smaller piecespieces
Determine if there are any iterative structures to be implementeDetermine if there are any iterative structures to be implementedd
Keep boundary conditions in mind!Keep boundary conditions in mind!
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7 Iterative structures, contIterative structures, cont’’d.d.
Two more types of loop constructsTwo more types of loop constructs
for: useful for situations where wefor: useful for situations where we’’re doing a loop N timesre doing a loop N times

for(ifor(i=0; i < 10; i++) { =0; i < 10; i++) { …… } runs exactly 10 times} runs exactly 10 times
Three parts: initialize, condition, incrementThree parts: initialize, condition, increment
for(; i < 10;) { for(; i < 10;) { …… } == } == while(iwhile(i < 10) { < 10) { …… }}
Java: can put declaration inside for loop, e.g.,Java: can put declaration inside for loop, e.g.,
for(intfor(int i=0; i < 10; i++) { i=0; i < 10; i++) { …… }}

8 Iterative structures, contIterative structures, cont’’d.d.
dodo--while: almost the same as while, but it does one run while: almost the same as while, but it does one run firstfirst

do { do { …… } while (0>1); will run how many times?} while (0>1); will run how many times?
Less usedLess used

Another paradigm: use the Another paradigm: use the breakbreak keywordkeyword
Will break out of loop, sometimes useful if you find you donWill break out of loop, sometimes useful if you find you don’’t need to run through every stept need to run through every step
while(truewhile(true) { ) { …… break; break; …… } is sometimes used } is sometimes used –– not usually good formnot usually good form

9 LetLet’’s revisit our exampless revisit our examples
1.1. Print out the first Print out the first nn numbers, and keep a running totalnumbers, and keep a running total…… using a for loopusing a for loop
2.2. Print out the first Print out the first nn Fibonacci numbersFibonacci numbers
3.3. Write a function that calculates Write a function that calculates x^yx^y (i.e., raise x to the y power)(i.e., raise x to the y power)
4.4. Reverse a list (array) of numbersReverse a list (array) of numbers

10 HereHere’’s another way to look at repetitions another way to look at repetition
fib(nfib(n) = fib(n) = fib(n--1) + fib(n1) + fib(n--2), right?2), right?
We can actually encode that in a computerWe can actually encode that in a computer

Recursion:Recursion: Define a solution in terms of a smaller version of itselfDefine a solution in terms of a smaller version of itself
Must have Must have stoppingstopping (base) (base) case(scase(s))
WhatWhat’’s the base case for the above recursion?s the base case for the above recursion?

How about doing How about doing x^yx^y using recursion?using recursion?

11 Another recursive exampleAnother recursive example
Binary search: works for a sorted list of informationBinary search: works for a sorted list of information
Basic idea: pick the middle elementBasic idea: pick the middle element

If thatIf that’’s what wes what we’’re looking for, donere looking for, done
If itIf it’’s larger, recursively search the s larger, recursively search the ““top halftop half””
Otherwise, recursively search the Otherwise, recursively search the ““bottom halfbottom half””
If weIf we’’re stuck with an empty list, we failedre stuck with an empty list, we failed

12 HW#2HW#2
Asks you to check a Asks you to check a palindromepalindrome
II’’m not going to do the homework for you, but letm not going to do the homework for you, but let’’s think, conceptually, what needs to be s think, conceptually, what needs to be 
donedone……

13 Next timeNext time
Finish up intro to algorithmsFinish up intro to algorithms
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #7: Algorithms IIILecture #7: Algorithms III

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#2 due this weekHW#2 due this week

II’’ll cover running times todayll cover running times today
HW#1 being returned between last week and this weekHW#1 being returned between last week and this week

WeWe’’ll coordinate returns better in the futurell coordinate returns better in the future
Midterm in two weeksMidterm in two weeks

Format of the midtermFormat of the midterm
II’’ll post a list of topics next weekll post a list of topics next week
Extra review session?Extra review session?

3 AgendaAgenda
Finish algorithms discussion (for now)Finish algorithms discussion (for now)

4 HereHere’’s another way to look at repetitions another way to look at repetition
fib(nfib(n) = fib(n) = fib(n--1) + fib(n1) + fib(n--2), right?2), right?
We can actually encode that in a computerWe can actually encode that in a computer

Recursion:Recursion: Define a solution in terms of a smaller version of itselfDefine a solution in terms of a smaller version of itself
Must have Must have stoppingstopping (base) (base) case(scase(s))
WhatWhat’’s the base case for the above recursion?s the base case for the above recursion?

How about doing How about doing x^yx^y using recursion?using recursion?

5 Other recursive examplesOther recursive examples
Power (Power (x^yx^y))
Binary searchBinary search
Palindrome checkingPalindrome checking
Most iterative structures can be done recursively, and viceMost iterative structures can be done recursively, and vice--versaversa

6 Algorithm efficiencyAlgorithm efficiency
Often, thereOften, there’’s multiple ways to implement an algorithms multiple ways to implement an algorithm
How to characterize if oneHow to characterize if one’’s better or not?s better or not?
Two primary considerations:Two primary considerations:

How How fastfast does an algorithm run?does an algorithm run?
How much How much memorymemory does an algorithm take?does an algorithm take?

LetLet’’s focus on the first one for nows focus on the first one for now

7 Our multiple Fibonacci algorithmsOur multiple Fibonacci algorithms
Do they run at the same speed?Do they run at the same speed?
LetLet’’s try fib(10)s try fib(10)…… then 20then 20…… then 40then 40
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Hmm, why do they differ?Hmm, why do they differ?
And can we classify this differenceAnd can we classify this difference

8 How fast does an algorithm run?How fast does an algorithm run?
LetLet’’s first think of it in the context of s first think of it in the context of stepssteps
How long might a linear search take through a list of N elementsHow long might a linear search take through a list of N elements??
Canonical way to characterize this is to use Canonical way to characterize this is to use ““bigbig--OhOh”” notationnotation

Key insight: weKey insight: we’’re interested in orders of magnitude, not constantsre interested in orders of magnitude, not constants
Strangely, book uses bigStrangely, book uses big--Theta notation, which is less used except when doing more formalTheta notation, which is less used except when doing more formalized analysisized analysis

9 BigBig--Oh notationOh notation
Basic intuition:Basic intuition:

Find the number of steps in terms of Find the number of steps in terms of nn or other variablesor other variables
Drop any constants or additive lowerDrop any constants or additive lower--order termsorder terms
Put a O( ) around the resultPut a O( ) around the result

LetLet’’s look at the previous algorithms we discussed today and see whas look at the previous algorithms we discussed today and see what their bigt their big--Oh Oh 
complexity iscomplexity is……

10 Other algorithms?Other algorithms?
1.1. An algorithm to compute n! An algorithm to compute n! –– recursivelyrecursively
2.2. Sort the contents of an arraySort the contents of an array

I donI don’’t like insertion sort t like insertion sort –– letlet’’s do bubble sorts do bubble sort
WeWe’’ll continue to do more ll continue to do more ““interestinginteresting”” algorithms as the semester proceedsalgorithms as the semester proceeds

11 Next timeNext time
Continue algorithmsContinue algorithms
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004
Lecture #8: Algorithms IVLecture #8: Algorithms IV
Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#2 due nowHW#2 due now

WonWon’’t be returned before midterm, so It be returned before midterm, so I’’ll release solutionsll release solutions
HW#3 outHW#3 out

All programmingAll programming
II’’m teaching C lab this weekm teaching C lab this week
Midterm next TuesdayMidterm next Tuesday

Topics list postedTopics list posted
Extra review session?Extra review session?

3 AgendaAgenda
One more recursive exampleOne more recursive example
Talk about one more class of algorithms: Talk about one more class of algorithms: sortingsorting
Spend some more time on bigSpend some more time on big--Oh notationOh notation
Midterm reviewMidterm review

More midterm review in labsMore midterm review in labs……

4 Recursion, Recursion, reduxredux
Idea: instead of using explicit loops, cast problem in terms of Idea: instead of using explicit loops, cast problem in terms of itselfitself
Base Base case(scase(s)) and and recursive caserecursive case
How can we compute n! recursively?How can we compute n! recursively?
I wonI won’’t make you design a recursion on the exam, but you should be ablt make you design a recursion on the exam, but you should be able to recognize onee to recognize one

5 SortingSorting
Common problem: given data, sort it in some fashionCommon problem: given data, sort it in some fashion
Most commonMost common--type is type is comparisoncomparison--based sortbased sort
Can you come up with way to sort information?Can you come up with way to sort information?
Many different kinds; weMany different kinds; we’’ll look at two todayll look at two today

Bubble sortBubble sort
Insertion sortInsertion sort

LetLet’’s make this interestings make this interesting……

6 BigBig--Oh notation, Oh notation, reduxredux
Basic intuition:Basic intuition:

Find the number of steps in terms of Find the number of steps in terms of nn or other variablesor other variables
Drop any constants or additive lowerDrop any constants or additive lower--order termsorder terms
Put a O( ) around the resultPut a O( ) around the result
Common: O(1), Common: O(1), O(logO(log N), O(N), O(NN), O(N), O(N22), O(2), O(2NN))

WhatWhat’’s the complexity of the algorithms we just talked about?s the complexity of the algorithms we just talked about?
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7 Next timeNext time
MidtermMidterm
Then break!  Then break!  ☺☺
Then HW3 is dueThen HW3 is due……
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #9: Midterm review, data structuresLecture #9: Midterm review, data structures

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#3 due nowHW#3 due now
HW#4 out todayHW#4 out today

Less programming, more writtenLess programming, more written
Some programming based on HW#3; ISome programming based on HW#3; I’’ll release solutions you can work off of if you wantll release solutions you can work off of if you want

Midterms returned nowMidterms returned now

3 Midterm statisticsMidterm statistics

4 How I grade?How I grade?
Grades added up Grades added up at end of semesterat end of semester and then and then ““scaledscaled”” appropriatelyappropriately
Median grade in the class is borderline B/B+Median grade in the class is borderline B/B+
Remember, class participation helpsRemember, class participation helps
Marked improvement also helpsMarked improvement also helps
Come talk to me if you have any questionsCome talk to me if you have any questions

5 Midterm answersMidterm answers
Part 1Part 1

CS1003: F, T, F, T, FCS1003: F, T, F, T, F
CS1004: F, F, T, T, FCS1004: F, F, T, T, F
I allowed partial credit, thoughI allowed partial credit, though

Part 2, Q1Part 2, Q1
Algorithm finds Algorithm finds top two top two numbersnumbers
Removing italics => val2 no longer is the secondRemoving italics => val2 no longer is the second--highest numberhighest number
O(nO(n) algorithm) algorithm

6 Midterm answers contMidterm answers cont’’d.d.
Part 2, Q2Part 2, Q2

46 and 2346 and 23
Dropping the last bit does integer division by twoDropping the last bit does integer division by two

Part 2, Q3 Part 2, Q3 –– runs runs 99 times (i=1 through i=9)times (i=1 through i=9)
intint i = 1;i = 1;
while(iwhile(i < 10) {< 10) {

System.out.println(iSystem.out.println(i); ); oror printf(printf(““%d%d\\nn””, i);, i);

i++;i++;
}}

7 Midterm answers contMidterm answers cont’’d.d.
Part 3: Note that prime #s start at 2!Part 3: Note that prime #s start at 2!
intint nextPrimenextPrime = 2, = 2, numPrimesnumPrimes = 0;= 0;
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while(numPrimeswhile(numPrimes < n) {< n) {
if(isPrime(nextPrimeif(isPrime(nextPrime)) {)) {

print(nextPrimeprint(nextPrime););
numPrimesnumPrimes++;++;

}}
nextPrimenextPrime++;++;

}}

8 Why HW#3?Why HW#3?
I know it was a large programming assignment, but it was a necesI know it was a large programming assignment, but it was a necessary onesary one
In essence, summarized the In essence, summarized the ““first halffirst half”” of the semesterof the semester
You need these skills under your belt for the rest of the semestYou need these skills under your belt for the rest of the semesterer
If you didnIf you didn’’t quite finish, take a look at solutions, come to office hours, t quite finish, take a look at solutions, come to office hours, etc. and etc. and make sure you make sure you 
understandunderstand

9 Bubble sort, reviewedBubble sort, reviewed
for(ifor(i==alengthalength -- 1; i > 0; i1; i > 0; i----) {) {

for(jfor(j = 0; j < i; j++) {= 0; j < i; j++) {
if(a[jif(a[j] > a[j+1]) {] > a[j+1]) {

intint temp = temp = a[ja[j];];
a[ja[j] = a[j+1];] = a[j+1];
a[j+1] = temp;a[j+1] = temp;

}}
}}

}}

Why is this O(nWhy is this O(n22)?)?

10 Insertion sortInsertion sort
Similar to bubble sort; Similar to bubble sort; slightlyslightly more efficientmore efficient
Principle: consider the left side the Principle: consider the left side the ““sortedsorted”” side, and the right side the side, and the right side the ““unsortedunsorted”” sideside
Successively insert the Successively insert the ““next unsortednext unsorted”” element into position into the element into position into the ““sortedsorted”” sideside
Applets Applets demoingdemoing this and Bubble sort: this and Bubble sort: http://home.janak.net/cs3134/laforehttp://home.janak.net/cs3134/lafore--
applets/Chap03/applets/Chap03/
You can use either sortYou can use either sort……

11 Data structuresData structures
WeWe’’ve been referring to this informally, but now letve been referring to this informally, but now let’’s be precises be precise
A computerA computer’’s memory is a large open space, and we can organize information s memory is a large open space, and we can organize information in itin it
A A data structuredata structure is an organized entity in this memory spaceis an organized entity in this memory space
The most primitive data structures: The most primitive data structures: primitive typesprimitive types

12 Primitive typesPrimitive types
intint, char, double, etc., char, double, etc.
Occupy a wellOccupy a well--known amount of memoryknown amount of memory

For 32For 32--bit machines, an char takes bit machines, an char takes 1 byte1 byte, an , an intint takes takes 4 bytes4 bytes, a double takes , a double takes 8 bytes8 bytes
Not always the caseNot always the case, but enough for this class, but enough for this class

The variable refers to that block of memory in its entiretyThe variable refers to that block of memory in its entirety
CanCan’’t typically store decimal places inside an t typically store decimal places inside an intint; ; ““wonwon’’t fitt fit””

But what if we want something more complicated?But what if we want something more complicated?

13 ArraysArrays
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II’’ve arbitrarily defined these as a block of memory divided into cve arbitrarily defined these as a block of memory divided into cellsells
To be more precise, an array is a To be more precise, an array is a static static structure in memorystructure in memory

Memory is organized Memory is organized ““contiguouslycontiguously”” when you define an arraywhen you define an array
10 integers => 10 * 4 => 40 bytes on a 3210 integers => 10 * 4 => 40 bytes on a 32--bit machinebit machine

The variable referring to the array actually just points to the The variable referring to the array actually just points to the beginningbeginning of the appropriate memory of the appropriate memory 
locationlocation

14 Arrays (2)Arrays (2)
The programming language then does some math when you use [ ] toThe programming language then does some math when you use [ ] to access an index in that access an index in that 
arrayarray……

An array of integers, length 10 is at memory location An array of integers, length 10 is at memory location ““40004000””..
How many bytes is this array in total?How many bytes is this array in total?
WhatWhat’’s the position of the 5s the position of the 5thth integer?integer?
Rationale for 0Rationale for 0--based makes a little more sensebased makes a little more sense

15 More generallyMore generally……
For primitive For primitive datatypesdatatypes ((intint, char, etc.), the variable refers to that entity , char, etc.), the variable refers to that entity in its entiretyin its entirety
But whenever we work with a more complex data structure than jusBut whenever we work with a more complex data structure than just a primitive t a primitive datatypedatatype, our variable will , our variable will 
““pointpoint”” to the beginning of the structureto the beginning of the structure

Known as a Known as a pointerpointer (C) or a (C) or a referencereference (Java)(Java)
The programming language then decides what part of the memory stThe programming language then decides what part of the memory starting at the variable youarting at the variable you’’re working re working 
withwith

16 StringsStrings
Strings are an interesting caseStrings are an interesting case
In C, Strings are just arrays, and we treat them as blocks of meIn C, Strings are just arrays, and we treat them as blocks of memory of predefined sizemory of predefined size
In Java, Strings are In Java, Strings are dynamicdynamic, and can vary in length, and can vary in length

WeWe’’ll get into more technical details laterll get into more technical details later
HereHere’’s why doing == with Strings doesns why doing == with Strings doesn’’t work, thought work, though……

17 Custom data typesCustom data types
WouldnWouldn’’t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single ““entityentity”” to refer to bank account, so we can have an array to refer to bank account, so we can have an array 
of of bank accountsbank accounts instead of two separate arrays?instead of two separate arrays?
We can declare such a We can declare such a structurestructure (C) or (C) or objectobject (Java)(Java)

WeWe’’ll set it up so that it contains a String and a doublell set it up so that it contains a String and a double
We then access We then access componentscomponents of that of that ““bank accountbank account””

This weekThis week’’s lab will start with the basics on how to do exactly thiss lab will start with the basics on how to do exactly this

18 How complicated?How complicated?
Data structures & types can be almost as complicated as you wantData structures & types can be almost as complicated as you want
You can nest complex data structuresYou can nest complex data structures

For example, a bank account can contain an array of dependentsFor example, a bank account can contain an array of dependents
You can have an array of bank accounts in a BranchYou can have an array of bank accounts in a Branch
You can have an array of Branches in a You can have an array of Branches in a BankInstitutionBankInstitution
And so onAnd so on……

How can we organize all this stuff!?How can we organize all this stuff!?
Take CS3134, and youTake CS3134, and you’’ll learn all the details.  Herell learn all the details.  Here’’s a few.s a few.

19 ““ListList”” data abstractiondata abstraction
The most common way to organize things is in a listThe most common way to organize things is in a list
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An array is one type of a list An array is one type of a list –– itit’’s s staticstatic sizewisesizewise; ; ““contiguous listcontiguous list””
What are basic What are basic conceptualconceptual operations on a list?operations on a list?
Can we organize lists in any different fashion?Can we organize lists in any different fashion?

20 Next timeNext time
Continue discussion on data structuresContinue discussion on data structures
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #10: Data structures IILecture #10: Data structures II

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#4 due next TuesdayHW#4 due next Tuesday
II’’ll be in Seattle next week; ll be in Seattle next week; SuhitSuhit will lecture in place of mewill lecture in place of me

HeHe’’s eminently qualified for the next topics eminently qualified for the next topic
1 point on midterm problem 31 point on midterm problem 3……

3 Custom data typesCustom data types
WouldnWouldn’’t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single ““entityentity”” to refer to bank account, so we can have an array to refer to bank account, so we can have an array 
of of bank accountsbank accounts instead of two separate arrays?instead of two separate arrays?
We can declare such a We can declare such a structurestructure (C) or (C) or objectobject (Java)(Java)

WeWe’’ll set it up so that it contains a String and a doublell set it up so that it contains a String and a double
We then access We then access componentscomponents of that of that ““bank accountbank account””

You should be learning languageYou should be learning language--specific skills for this nowspecific skills for this now

4 How complicated?How complicated?
Data structures & types can be almost as complicated as you wantData structures & types can be almost as complicated as you want
You can nest complex data structuresYou can nest complex data structures

For example, a bank account can contain an array of dependentsFor example, a bank account can contain an array of dependents
You can have an array of bank accounts in a BranchYou can have an array of bank accounts in a Branch
You can have an array of Branches in a You can have an array of Branches in a BankInstitutionBankInstitution
And so onAnd so on……

How can we organize all this stuff!?How can we organize all this stuff!?
Take CS3134, and youTake CS3134, and you’’ll learn all the details.  Herell learn all the details.  Here’’s a few.s a few.
You wonYou won’’t have to worry about the implementation details t have to worry about the implementation details –– wewe’’re focusing only on the basic conceptsre focusing only on the basic concepts

5 ““ListList”” data abstractiondata abstraction
The most common way to organize things is in a listThe most common way to organize things is in a list

An array is one type of a list An array is one type of a list –– itit’’s s staticstatic sizewisesizewise; ; ““contiguous listcontiguous list””
What are basic What are basic conceptualconceptual operations on a list?operations on a list?
How do these conceptual operations work with an array?How do these conceptual operations work with an array?
Can we organize lists in any different fashion?Can we organize lists in any different fashion?

6 Linked ListLinked List
Idea: instead of allocating Idea: instead of allocating oneone block of memory and dividing it into individual cells, create lblock of memory and dividing it into individual cells, create lots ots 
of individual scattered cells and connect them together in one lof individual scattered cells and connect them together in one long chainong chain
Advantages:Advantages:

InfiniteInfinite--length length –– just allocate another blockjust allocate another block
Easy to insert or remove an element in the middleEasy to insert or remove an element in the middle

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
Lots of memory managementLots of memory management
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7 Stacks and QueuesStacks and Queues
Variation on lists to support specific problemsVariation on lists to support specific problems
Stacks follow a Stacks follow a LIFOLIFO policy (lastpolicy (last--in, firstin, first--out)out)

““PushPush”” and and ““poppop”” operationsoperations
Queues follow a Queues follow a FIFOFIFO policy (firstpolicy (first--in, firstin, first--out)out)

EnqueueEnqueue, , dequeuedequeue
Both have numerous applications in computingBoth have numerous applications in computing

Stacks used to keep track of procedure callsStacks used to keep track of procedure calls
Queues used for print queuesQueues used for print queues

8 TreesTrees
Instead of just a linear data structure, why canInstead of just a linear data structure, why can’’t we have something more flexible?t we have something more flexible?
Trees are called such because they have nodes that are arranged Trees are called such because they have nodes that are arranged into a hierarchy with a into a hierarchy with a rootroot, , leavesleaves, and , and 
childrenchildren
Most popular kind of tree is a Most popular kind of tree is a binarybinary tree, where every node has two childrentree, where every node has two children
Binary Binary searchsearch trees provide faster ways to search of information: trees provide faster ways to search of information: O(logO(log n) for insert, remove, searchn) for insert, remove, search

9 YesYes, this is a whirlwind tour, this is a whirlwind tour
Data Structures, W3134, covers all of these in much greater detaData Structures, W3134, covers all of these in much greater detail, including implementationil, including implementation
Just make sure you understand the concepts and the basic algoritJust make sure you understand the concepts and the basic algorithms involved with themhms involved with them
BrookshearBrookshear has a decent discussion of thesehas a decent discussion of these

10 Next timeNext time
SuhitSuhit will teach you guys the basics of a computer (i.e., computer arwill teach you guys the basics of a computer (i.e., computer architecture)chitecture)
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1 CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #11: Computer Architecture

Suhit Gupta
suhit@cs.columbia.edu

2 Administrivia
HW#4 due today
Janak’s office hours today

– Rob and I will be available

Reiteration of plagiarism policy
– VERY SERIOUS
– I recommend sending email to Janak

3 Computer Architecture
In this class, you are studying software
But how does this relate to the hardware in your machine
Two aspects

– At the “macro” level, how is the computer organized
– At the “micro” level, what is the architecture of each component

4 The Macro - The Computer
5 The Micro –

The Motherboard & The Processor

6 Computer Architecture in Software Perspective

7 The CPU
CPU = Central Processing Unit

– consists of two parts
ALU – Arithmetic Logic Unit
Control Unit

The CPU contains talks to the machine memory (RAM) and the system cache, but it also 
has internal memory called registers

8 The CPU-Memory Relationship & Hierarchy

9 Chip Architecture (MIPS)
10 Instruction Set

So how does software run on a machine
The CPU only understand machine instructions and computes 1’s and 0’s

– Therefore, something has to convert it to machine language – enter “compiler”
The compiler converts high level code into machine code (this is why you have machine specific compilers)

– RISC – Reduced Instruction Set Computer
machines are efficient and fast
limited
code density is awful
examples: MIPS, DLX, (ARM/Thumb)

– CISC – Complex Instruction Set Computer
complex and slower (to some extent)
code density is excellent
examples: Intel, PowerPC, (ARM/Thumb)
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11 Machine Language
Machine language – series of instructions that have been converted from some higher level 
language

– it is something that the processor understands.
machine instruction

Machine instruction consists of opcode (operation code) and a number of operand fields

12 Machine Language example
In C/Java, a simple piece of code to search for k in an array would look like

while (array[i] == k)
i++;

In MIPS assembly language, it would look like
Loop: mult $9, $19, $10 ; Initialize i

lw $8, Sstart($9) ; Get value of array[i]
bne $8, $21, Exit ; check if it is equal to k
add $19, $19, #1 ; i++
j Loop ; back into the loop

Exit:

13 Also included in the architecture
Program counter

– contains the address of the next instruction
The machine cycle

14 Back to the Chip Architecture
15 Pipelining (using DLX assembly)

Blocks of code are typically large
– One cannot execute each instruction, one at a time
– Therefore, execute them together?
– Pipeline them

LOOP: LW       R8,   0(R2)
ADD     R10, R6,   R8
ADDI    R2,   R10, #4
SW       R10, 0(R2)
ADDI    R3,   R3,   #4
LW       R1,   100(R3)
LW       R12, 100(R1)
BGTZ   R12, LOOP

LOOP: LW       R8,   0(R2)
ADD     R10, R6,   R8
ADDI    R2,   R10, #4

16

17 Communication via controllers
Communication between a computer and other devices is typically handled through an intermediary device called a controller
A controller converts messages and data back and forth for compatibility
Each controller is assigned unique addresses

– Set of addresses assigned is called a port
Memory mapped I/O
Direct Memory Access (DMA)

– wonderful for performance
von Neumann bottleneck

– CPU and controllers, both trying to access
the machine bus

18 Multiprocessor machines
Pipelining can be viewed as the first step towards supporting multiple processors (parallel 
processing)
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Common pitfall: mutiple processors is different from multiple processes
Common design pitfall: throw lots of workers at a task and it will get done faster

– Works with extreme delicacy in Software Engineering
– Works better in hardware but makes design much harder

19 Advanced concepts
SISD – Single Instruction, Single Data

– typical of what we have seen so far
MIMD – Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data

– in multiple processor machines, one processor can store the program information, then call on another 
processor to complete it

SIMD – Single Instruction, Multiple Data
– typically VLIW machines (Very Long Instruction Word)

20 Final thoughts and the next class…
I cannot stress this the plagiarism policy more firmly than I already have

Operating systems & networks
– Read Chapter 3 of the Brookshear book
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2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
Three weeks left in the semester!Three weeks left in the semester!
HW#5 due next TuesdayHW#5 due next Tuesday

If you have not started alreadyIf you have not started already…… youyou’’d better start todayd better start today
DonDon’’t expect to write the programming up over a weekendt expect to write the programming up over a weekend

Thanks to Thanks to SuhitSuhit for teaching last weekfor teaching last week
How was he? ;How was he? ;--))

3 The big pictureThe big picture

4 The big picture (II)The big picture (II)
Given hardware and compiled (machine) code, you can run it direcGiven hardware and compiled (machine) code, you can run it directly, but thattly, but that’’s a huge hassles a huge hassle

What if you want to run multiple programs?What if you want to run multiple programs?
If so, how do we share resources between programs?If so, how do we share resources between programs?
How do we let the user manipulate various programs?How do we let the user manipulate various programs?
How do we let How do we let multiple usersmultiple users manipulate various programs?manipulate various programs?

Solution: employ a special piece of software that allows multiplSolution: employ a special piece of software that allows multiple user applications/tasks to cooperatee user applications/tasks to cooperate

5 History of operating systemsHistory of operating systems
Batch processing:Batch processing: back in the singleback in the single--task days, people would submit jobs to the computer for the entitask days, people would submit jobs to the computer for the entire re 
company, and wait in line for their job to be donecompany, and wait in line for their job to be done

Used a Used a queuequeue abstraction to handle the job listabstraction to handle the job list
No interactivity No interactivity –– submit job, wait for resultssubmit job, wait for results
Very cumbersome for iterative developmentVery cumbersome for iterative development

Interactive processingInteractive processing
Allow the user to interactAllow the user to interact
Still had to wait for your shot to use the computerStill had to wait for your shot to use the computer
Anyone remember DOS?Anyone remember DOS?

Modern Modern OSesOSes multitaskmultitask

6 Operating systemsOperating systems
Considered Considered system softwaresystem software, as compared to , as compared to application softwareapplication software

The latter run as The latter run as processesprocesses alongside an OSalongside an OS
Two major components:Two major components:

A A kernelkernel, which handles resource management, multitasking, etc. in the b, which handles resource management, multitasking, etc. in the background;ackground;
A A shellshell, which provides a user , which provides a user frontendfrontend to the operating systemto the operating system

7 KernelsKernels
Several important componentsSeveral important components

Device drivers:Device drivers: used to enable the OS to communicate with computer hardwareused to enable the OS to communicate with computer hardware
Device drivers Device drivers abstractabstract the hardware away from the OS, so that you can the hardware away from the OS, so that you can ““plugplug--inin”” new driversnew drivers

Memory manager: Memory manager: Keeps track of computerKeeps track of computer’’s memory allocation per process; also supports s memory allocation per process; also supports virtual memoryvirtual memory, which enables , which enables 
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the use of hard disks as additional memorythe use of hard disks as additional memory
Scheduler:Scheduler: Control what tasks are running on the processor at any given tiControl what tasks are running on the processor at any given timeme
Network stack:Network stack: Provides networking facilitiesProvides networking facilities

8 The Linux kernelThe Linux kernel
Popular learning kernel, since itPopular learning kernel, since it’’s open sources open source
You can grab your own copy from You can grab your own copy from www.kernel.orgwww.kernel.org, if you want to take a look, if you want to take a look
A Linux operating system distribution (like Red Hat) consists ofA Linux operating system distribution (like Red Hat) consists of the the Linux kernelLinux kernel and a bunch and a bunch 
of tools (including GNU tools)of tools (including GNU tools)
HereHere’’s the directory structure of the kernels the directory structure of the kernel……

9

10 MultitaskingMultitasking
Given multiple Given multiple processesprocesses, coordinate them so that they can run concurrently, coordinate them so that they can run concurrently
Well, not concurrently Well, not concurrently –– the CPU handles a fixed number of instructions at any given timthe CPU handles a fixed number of instructions at any given timee

Instead, Instead, timeslicetimeslice, so that each process does a little work at a time, and keep on, so that each process does a little work at a time, and keep on switchingswitching
Operating system keeps separate register sets, etc. for each appOperating system keeps separate register sets, etc. for each application, and magically handles them cleanly for youlication, and magically handles them cleanly for you
““Virtual machineVirtual machine””: As an application designer, you : As an application designer, you feelfeel like you have control over the machine, but the OS is actually like you have control over the machine, but the OS is actually 
managing many such processesmanaging many such processes

11 Multitasking (II)Multitasking (II)

12 How do How do youyou multitask in UNIX?multitask in UNIX?
The The ““&&”” operatoroperator

““emacsemacs &&”” starts up starts up emacsemacs as a as a background processbackground process
Lets you continue to use the shell while running Lets you continue to use the shell while running emacsemacs in its own windowin its own window
““jobsjobs”” lists the currently running jobs in the backgroundlists the currently running jobs in the background

OrOr…… multiple multiple sshssh sessionssessions
The machine is actually handling all of these user sessions in pThe machine is actually handling all of these user sessions in parallel as collections of processesarallel as collections of processes

UNIX is UNIX is multiusermultiuser, unlike older client versions of Windows, unlike older client versions of Windows

13 MultiuserMultiuser and other triviaand other trivia
By being By being multiusermultiuser, UNIX must worry about user accounts, passwords, and permission, UNIX must worry about user accounts, passwords, and permissionss

root:root: administrative UNIX account (like Windows administrative UNIX account (like Windows ““AdministratorAdministrator”” user)user)
““ww”” or or ““fingerfinger”” will list the currently loggedwill list the currently logged--in users on the current machinein users on the current machine

Note that CUNIX is a Note that CUNIX is a clustercluster of machines, not just one machineof machines, not just one machine
““psps”” lists the processes on a machinelists the processes on a machine

““psps auxwauxw”” (Linux/BSD) or (Linux/BSD) or ““psps ––efef”” (Solaris/(Solaris/SysVSysV))
top lists most active processes on a machinetop lists most active processes on a machine

““killkill”” kills a processkills a process

14 Process competition?Process competition?
What if two different processes need to access the same resourceWhat if two different processes need to access the same resource??

In the old days, if two programs want to print, youIn the old days, if two programs want to print, you’’d get a printout that was a mix of bothd get a printout that was a mix of both
Now, a Now, a print spoolerprint spooler coordinates output and keeps them separatecoordinates output and keeps them separate
The OS is responsible for handling such The OS is responsible for handling such race conditionsrace conditions between processesbetween processes

15 Process competition (II)Process competition (II)
More complicated resource contention requires More complicated resource contention requires lockinglocking; concept is similar to the barriers at a ; concept is similar to the barriers at a 
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train track crossingtrain track crossing
Semaphores == fancy locksSemaphores == fancy locks

Avoid Avoid deadlock:deadlock:

16 NetworksNetworks
Now that weNow that we’’ve discussed all the pieces on ve discussed all the pieces on oneone computer, letcomputer, let’’s talk about networking s talk about networking 
computers togethercomputers together
More and more computing solutions are More and more computing solutions are distributeddistributed across networksacross networks
Several different kinds:Several different kinds:

LAN (Local Area Network)LAN (Local Area Network)
WAN (Wide Area Network)WAN (Wide Area Network)

17 LANsLANs
Most common LAN architecture today is EthernetMost common LAN architecture today is Ethernet
10BASE10BASE--T/100BASET/100BASE--T Ethernet use telephoneT Ethernet use telephone--like wire to network computers togetherlike wire to network computers together

Very cheap, and popular (Very cheap, and popular (““CAT 5CAT 5”” wiring)wiring)
Topology:Topology: how to organize these networks?how to organize these networks?

Typically a hierarchical star topology nowadaysTypically a hierarchical star topology nowadays
ColumbiaColumbia’’s network is a hybrid of Ethernet and fibers network is a hybrid of Ethernet and fiber

18 WANsWANs
Typically collections of LANs, with highTypically collections of LANs, with high--speed telecommunications links connecting them togetherspeed telecommunications links connecting them together

POTS (plain old telephone system): typically < 56kbpsPOTS (plain old telephone system): typically < 56kbps
DSL/cable: typically 128kbpsDSL/cable: typically 128kbps--1.5Mbps1.5Mbps
T1: 1.544MbpsT1: 1.544Mbps
T3: 45MbpsT3: 45Mbps
OC3: 155MbpsOC3: 155Mbps
OC12: 622MbpsOC12: 622Mbps

Columbia has an OC3 to the commodity InternetColumbia has an OC3 to the commodity Internet
not enoughnot enough……

19 The InternetThe Internet

20 The InternetThe Internet
A very, A very, veryvery large WANlarge WAN
http://research.lumeta.com/ches/map/gallery/index.htmlhttp://research.lumeta.com/ches/map/gallery/index.html

ExtremelyExtremely complicatedcomplicated
““The Internet has a diameter of 10,000 The Internet has a diameter of 10,000 pookiespookies””

Active research as how to accurately map Internet topographyActive research as how to accurately map Internet topography
We just had a Ph.D. student come yesterday as a faculty candidatWe just had a Ph.D. student come yesterday as a faculty candidate talk on this very topice talk on this very topic

21 So how does the Internet work?So how does the Internet work?
On top of a series of On top of a series of network protocolsnetwork protocols that define how computers should talk to each otherthat define how computers should talk to each other
Internet Protocol (IP) is the most importantInternet Protocol (IP) is the most important

Current one (IPv4) was made over 20 years ago(!)Current one (IPv4) was made over 20 years ago(!)
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc0791.txthttp://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc0791.txt
Next version is IPv6: Next version is IPv6: ““coming sooncoming soon””

Describes how computers should be Describes how computers should be addressedaddressed, how to , how to routeroute between networks, and how to between networks, and how to 
carry datacarry data
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22 IP addressingIP addressing
IPv4: IPv4: ““dotteddotted--quad notationquad notation””

Each machine has an address of the form Each machine has an address of the form xxx.yyy.zzz.wwwxxx.yyy.zzz.www
Many Many ““restrictedrestricted”” addressesaddresses
DNS (domain name service) maps a name to an IP addressDNS (domain name service) maps a name to an IP address
chambers.psl.cs.columbia.educhambers.psl.cs.columbia.edu 128.59.14.155128.59.14.155

LANs typically have contiguous IP addressesLANs typically have contiguous IP addresses
Columbia (wired): 128.59.*.*Columbia (wired): 128.59.*.*
Columbia (wireless): 160.39.*.*Columbia (wireless): 160.39.*.*
WeWe’’re getting slowly more fragmentedre getting slowly more fragmented

RoutersRouters ““routeroute”” packets between one LAN to another based on addresses and a packets between one LAN to another based on addresses and a ““routing tablerouting table””

23 IP IP ““packetspackets””
A A packetpacket is a bag of data, typically up to 1500 bytesis a bag of data, typically up to 1500 bytes
Contains some Contains some headersheaders specifying things like source and destination, and some specifying things like source and destination, and some datadata
The Internet is a The Internet is a ““packetpacket--switchedswitched”” networknetwork
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is one protocol that takes lTCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is one protocol that takes large amount of data to be sent and arge amount of data to be sent and 
breaks them up into these small packetsbreaks them up into these small packets
TCP/IP TCP/IP –– the most common combination (RFC 793)the most common combination (RFC 793)
I can take a look at the packets if II can take a look at the packets if I’’m boredm bored……

24 What services run on the Internet?What services run on the Internet?
EE--mail: specified by its own protocolsmail: specified by its own protocols

SMTP (RFC 821, 2821) SMTP (RFC 821, 2821) –– Specifies how to transfer email from a source to a destination Specifies how to transfer email from a source to a destination via a chain of mail serversvia a chain of mail servers
POP3/IMAP are simply POP3/IMAP are simply retrievalretrieval protocols to retrieve your mail from a mailboxprotocols to retrieve your mail from a mailbox

Web: two main standardsWeb: two main standards
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (RFC 2616)HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (RFC 2616)
HTML: Hypertext Markup LanguageHTML: Hypertext Markup Language

Both work over TCP/IPBoth work over TCP/IP
““StackingStacking”” protocols on top of each otherprotocols on top of each other
PortPort abstraction to separate services over TCP/IPabstraction to separate services over TCP/IP

25 Other servicesOther services
Telnet: simple text over TCP/IPTelnet: simple text over TCP/IP

In fact, I can telnet to an HTTP server and talk HTTP or SMTP ifIn fact, I can telnet to an HTTP server and talk HTTP or SMTP if I know how toI know how to
FTP: File Transfer ProtocolFTP: File Transfer Protocol
sshssh: like telnet, but encrypted for security: like telnet, but encrypted for security’’s sakes sake

I can actually read the data typed over telnet or ftp using I can actually read the data typed over telnet or ftp using tcpdumptcpdump…… if Iif I’’m root or have control over a switchm root or have control over a switch
Others?Others?

kazaakazaa, AIM, MSN, you name it, AIM, MSN, you name it
Once you learn more, you can make your ownOnce you learn more, you can make your own

26 So how do you stay secure?So how do you stay secure?
Effective password managementEffective password management

Change your passwords every so oftenChange your passwords every so often
DonDon’’t use your last name as the passwordt use your last name as the password

Use secure protocolsUse secure protocols
These use These use encryptionencryption, which makes it difficult for a third, which makes it difficult for a third--partyparty
SSL, SSL, sshssh are two of several out thereare two of several out there

DonDon’’t run random programs on your computert run random programs on your computer
Viruses and Viruses and spywarespyware can do network traffic communication behind your back, and convcan do network traffic communication behind your back, and convey your own data to other ey your own data to other 
partiesparties
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27 What does this mean for you?What does this mean for you?
OSesOSes and networks are the context of all the work we do with computeand networks are the context of all the work we do with computers nowadaysrs nowadays
If you program in the future, youIf you program in the future, you’’ll likely have to interact with both in a more involved formll likely have to interact with both in a more involved form
Both C and Java have ways of communicating with the operating syBoth C and Java have ways of communicating with the operating system and with other stem and with other 
computers on LANs and the Internet, so you can write your own computers on LANs and the Internet, so you can write your own KazaaKazaa’’ss or or webbrowserswebbrowsers……

28 Next timeNext time
In labs:In labs:

C C –– more pointers and more pointers and structsstructs
Java Java –– basic graphics programmingbasic graphics programming

Make sure to come to us with questions Make sure to come to us with questions thisthis weekweek
Lecture: basic AI conceptsLecture: basic AI concepts
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2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#5 due todayHW#5 due today
HW#6 out tonightHW#6 out tonight

Homework topics feedback?Homework topics feedback?
ItIt’’s not always easy coming up with s not always easy coming up with ““interesting stuffinteresting stuff”” that isnthat isn’’t very hard.t very hard.

MaryamMaryam will be out will be out nextnext weekweek
William will be teaching her lecturesWilliam will be teaching her lectures
There may be some OH rescheduling, so be sure to check the There may be some OH rescheduling, so be sure to check the webboardwebboard

GradesGrades
Review session?Review session?

3 IP addressingIP addressing
IPv4: IPv4: ““dotteddotted--quad notationquad notation””

Each machine has an address of the form Each machine has an address of the form xxx.yyy.zzz.wwwxxx.yyy.zzz.www
Many Many ““restrictedrestricted”” addressesaddresses
DNS (domain name service) maps a name to an IP addressDNS (domain name service) maps a name to an IP address
chambers.psl.cs.columbia.educhambers.psl.cs.columbia.edu 128.59.14.155128.59.14.155

LANs typically have contiguous IP addressesLANs typically have contiguous IP addresses
Columbia (wired): 128.59.*.*Columbia (wired): 128.59.*.*
Columbia (wireless): 160.39.*.*Columbia (wireless): 160.39.*.*
WeWe’’re getting slowly more fragmentedre getting slowly more fragmented

RoutersRouters ““routeroute”” packets between one LAN to another based on addresses and a packets between one LAN to another based on addresses and a ““routing tablerouting table””

4 IP IP ““packetspackets””
A A packetpacket is a bag of data, typically up to 1500 bytesis a bag of data, typically up to 1500 bytes
Contains some Contains some headersheaders specifying things like source and destination, and some specifying things like source and destination, and some datadata
The Internet is a The Internet is a ““packetpacket--switchedswitched”” networknetwork
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is one protocol that takes lTCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is one protocol that takes large amount of data to be sent and arge amount of data to be sent and 
breaks them up into these small packetsbreaks them up into these small packets
TCP/IP TCP/IP –– the most common combination (RFC 793)the most common combination (RFC 793)
I can take a look at the packets if II can take a look at the packets if I’’m boredm bored……

5 What services run on the Internet?What services run on the Internet?
EE--mail: specified by its own protocolsmail: specified by its own protocols

SMTP (RFC 821, 2821) SMTP (RFC 821, 2821) –– Specifies how to transfer email from a source to a destination Specifies how to transfer email from a source to a destination via a chain of mail serversvia a chain of mail servers
POP3/IMAP are simply POP3/IMAP are simply retrievalretrieval protocols to retrieve your mail from a mailboxprotocols to retrieve your mail from a mailbox

Web: two main standardsWeb: two main standards
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (RFC 2616)HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (RFC 2616)
HTML: Hypertext Markup LanguageHTML: Hypertext Markup Language

Both work over TCP/IPBoth work over TCP/IP
““StackingStacking”” protocols on top of each otherprotocols on top of each other
PortPort abstraction to separate services over TCP/IPabstraction to separate services over TCP/IP
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6 Other servicesOther services
Telnet: simple text over TCP/IPTelnet: simple text over TCP/IP

In fact, I can telnet to an HTTP server and talk HTTP or SMTP ifIn fact, I can telnet to an HTTP server and talk HTTP or SMTP if I know how toI know how to
FTP: File Transfer ProtocolFTP: File Transfer Protocol
sshssh: like telnet, but encrypted for security: like telnet, but encrypted for security’’s sakes sake

I can actually read the data typed over telnet or ftp using I can actually read the data typed over telnet or ftp using tcpdumptcpdump…… if Iif I’’m root or have control over a switchm root or have control over a switch
Others?Others?

kazaakazaa, IRC, AIM, MSN, you name it, IRC, AIM, MSN, you name it
WormsWorms
Once you learn more, you can make your ownOnce you learn more, you can make your own

7 So how do you stay secure?So how do you stay secure?
Effective password managementEffective password management

Change your passwords every so oftenChange your passwords every so often
DonDon’’t use your last name as the passwordt use your last name as the password

Use secure protocolsUse secure protocols
These use These use encryptionencryption, which makes it difficult for a third, which makes it difficult for a third--partyparty
SSL, SSL, sshssh are two of several out thereare two of several out there

DonDon’’t run random programs on your computert run random programs on your computer
Viruses and Viruses and spywarespyware can do network traffic communication behind your back, and convcan do network traffic communication behind your back, and convey your own data to other ey your own data to other 
partiesparties

8 What does this mean for you?What does this mean for you?
OSesOSes and networks are the context of all the work we do with computeand networks are the context of all the work we do with computers nowadaysrs nowadays
If you program in the future, youIf you program in the future, you’’ll likely have to interact with both in a more involved formll likely have to interact with both in a more involved form
Both C and Java have ways of communicating with the operating syBoth C and Java have ways of communicating with the operating system and with other stem and with other 
computers on LANs and the Internet, so you can write your own computers on LANs and the Internet, so you can write your own KazaaKazaa’’ss or or webbrowserswebbrowsers……

9 TransitionTransition……
WeWe’’ve already talked aboutve already talked about……

Hardware basicsHardware basics
Software basicsSoftware basics
Systems and networksSystems and networks
How to build solutions from these (albeit simple)How to build solutions from these (albeit simple)

This and the next lecture talk about more openThis and the next lecture talk about more open--ended areas of Computer Scienceended areas of Computer Science
But still very legitimate!But still very legitimate!

10 Artificial IntelligenceArtificial Intelligence
Perhaps one of the most misunderstood Computer Science conceptsPerhaps one of the most misunderstood Computer Science concepts
“…“… to develop machines that communicate with their environments thto develop machines that communicate with their environments through traditionally human sensors rough traditionally human sensors 
means and proceed intelligently without human intervention.means and proceed intelligently without human intervention.””
In other words:In other words:

Algorithms to understand human communicationAlgorithms to understand human communication
Algorithms to process information unattendedAlgorithms to process information unattended

Once something Once something ““worksworks””, it, it’’s no longer s no longer ““AIAI””
Voice recognition is here, and it works (mostly)Voice recognition is here, and it works (mostly)

11 WhatWhat’’s an AI?s an AI?
In order to accomplish the task, do we just use a clever combinaIn order to accomplish the task, do we just use a clever combination standard computing algorithms tion standard computing algorithms 
(performance), or do we actually try to (performance), or do we actually try to ““modelmodel”” the mind (simulation)?the mind (simulation)?
Is intelligence measured by the ability to win (at a game) or toIs intelligence measured by the ability to win (at a game) or to be humanlike?be humanlike?
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Turing testTuring test
Turing supposed that by the year 2000, machines would have a 30%Turing supposed that by the year 2000, machines would have a 30% chance of passing a 5chance of passing a 5--minute Turing testminute Turing test
DOCTOR/ELIZA: free copy in DOCTOR/ELIZA: free copy in emacsemacs!!

12 Various AI methodologiesVarious AI methodologies
Reasoning/production systemsReasoning/production systems
Neural networksNeural networks
Genetic algorithmsGenetic algorithms
Natural language processingNatural language processing
Robotics, visionRobotics, vision
Databases/expert systemsDatabases/expert systems

13 ReasoningReasoning
Common problem domain Common problem domain –– the 8the 8--puzzlepuzzle
There are 181,440 different configurations of the 8There are 181,440 different configurations of the 8--puzzlepuzzle
Given a random configuration, can we compute the moves necessaryGiven a random configuration, can we compute the moves necessary to restore to this state?to restore to this state?

14 A large search problemA large search problem

15 ““Production systemProduction system””
Consists of three things:Consists of three things:

1.1. A number of A number of statesstates
2.2. A number of A number of productionsproductions or or rulesrules to transition between statesto transition between states
3.3. A A control systemcontrol system to decide which rule to followto decide which rule to follow

Given these elements, the problem reduces to a Given these elements, the problem reduces to a search problemsearch problem
One way of modeling this is a One way of modeling this is a search treesearch tree, consisting of part of the state graph, consisting of part of the state graph

16 Search tree for 9Search tree for 9--puzzlepuzzle
This is just a partial search treeThis is just a partial search tree
Represents one initial configurationRepresents one initial configuration
Goal: to traverse the tree quickly enough and find the correct sGoal: to traverse the tree quickly enough and find the correct statetate
Problem: tree can be very Problem: tree can be very ““widewide””

17 Search tree for TicSearch tree for Tic--TacTac--ToeToe
Again, partial search treeAgain, partial search tree
User might be the first move, followed by a computer move, etc.User might be the first move, followed by a computer move, etc.
Goal: find a Goal: find a winningwinning statestate
Problem reduced to a data structure and a set of Problem reduced to a data structure and a set of search algorithmssearch algorithms
Still many choicesStill many choices……

18 Search strategiesSearch strategies
BreadthBreadth--firstfirst

Look at the first row, then the second row, then the third rowLook at the first row, then the second row, then the third row……
DepthDepth--firstfirst

Go all the way to one leaf, then backtrack and resumeGo all the way to one leaf, then backtrack and resume
HeuristicHeuristic

Have a special piece of code that Have a special piece of code that ““tellstells”” you a preferred choiceyou a preferred choice
A directed search A directed search –– not always foolproof, but reduces amount of nodes searchednot always foolproof, but reduces amount of nodes searched
For 8For 8--puzzle: puzzle: ““# of tiles # of tiles out of placeout of place”” –– take move that minimizes this valuetake move that minimizes this value
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19 Neural networksNeural networks
Idea modeled after neuronsIdea modeled after neurons
Given some inputs and a configuration, the neuron Given some inputs and a configuration, the neuron firesfires with the appropriate stimuliwith the appropriate stimuli
Neurons may Neurons may ““learnlearn”” which stimuli to fire onwhich stimuli to fire on

20 Artificial neural networksArtificial neural networks
Difference: we use numbers, not electrical impulsesDifference: we use numbers, not electrical impulses
““Compute effective unitCompute effective unit”” uses weights uses weights wwxx

Goal: arrange a network of these that produces the result that wGoal: arrange a network of these that produces the result that we want, and adjust the weights so it gives e want, and adjust the weights so it gives 
the correct answerthe correct answer

21 Artificial neural networks (II)Artificial neural networks (II)
Challenge: Given such networks, we donChallenge: Given such networks, we don’’t want to adjust the weights manuallyt want to adjust the weights manually
A technique called A technique called backpropagationbackpropagation allows the machine to be given allows the machine to be given ““training datatraining data””, and it adjusts its weights to match the , and it adjusts its weights to match the 
desired outputdesired output
Example: face, voice recognitionExample: face, voice recognition

22 Genetic AlgorithmsGenetic Algorithms
Have programs Have programs evolveevolve; mix; mix--andand--match them to produce the best resultmatch them to produce the best result

Common in building game players: mixCommon in building game players: mix--andand--match players to produce desirable outputmatch players to produce desirable output
Need a very focused language that you can Need a very focused language that you can ““mixmix--andand--matchmatch””
Generally a very slow process to evolveGenerally a very slow process to evolve

23 Natural Language ProcessingNatural Language Processing
Syntactic analysisSyntactic analysis

Apply grammar rulesApply grammar rules
For example, identify the subject of the sentence For example, identify the subject of the sentence ““Mary gave John a birthday card.Mary gave John a birthday card.””

Semantic analysisSemantic analysis
Identify the semantic role of each word, i.e., action, agent of Identify the semantic role of each word, i.e., action, agent of action, object of actionaction, object of action

Contextual analysisContextual analysis
““I ate a bag of chips.I ate a bag of chips.””

ApplicationsApplications
Information retrieval and information extractionInformation retrieval and information extraction
Particularly important for webParticularly important for web--based applicationsbased applications

24 Next timeNext time
In labs:In labs:

C C –– File I/OFile I/O
Java Java –– GUIGUI--based event programmingbased event programming

Last lecture: finish up AI, computation theoryLast lecture: finish up AI, computation theory
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1 CS1003/1004:CS1003/1004:
Intro to CS, Spring 2004Intro to CS, Spring 2004

Lecture #14: AI, Computation Theory, The EndLecture #14: AI, Computation Theory, The End

Janak J ParekhJanak J Parekh
janak@cs.columbia.edujanak@cs.columbia.edu

2 AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#6 due next Wednesday HW#6 due next Wednesday –– work on it!work on it!
MaryamMaryam out this weekout this week

William will be teaching her lectures and covering ThursdayWilliam will be teaching her lectures and covering Thursday’’s OHs OH
WeWe’’ll cover her OH next Monday as wellll cover her OH next Monday as well

OH requests next week?OH requests next week?
Review sessions Review sessions –– Tues. and Thurs.Tues. and Thurs.

Room to be finalized; will send emailRoom to be finalized; will send email
Got preferences?Got preferences?

Grades are up, please check them out ASAPGrades are up, please check them out ASAP

3 AI continued: Robotics/visionAI continued: Robotics/vision
Historically focused on mechanical and electrical engineering asHistorically focused on mechanical and electrical engineering aspectspects
We can already do set tasks, but what about modifications?We can already do set tasks, but what about modifications?

Objects on a conveyor belt at irregular intervals/orientationObjects on a conveyor belt at irregular intervals/orientation
Navigate around a room with obstructionsNavigate around a room with obstructions

Need to take images of scenes, compute boundaries, Need to take images of scenes, compute boundaries, deteminedetemine pathspaths
Goal: autonomous robotsGoal: autonomous robots

4 Database/expert systemsDatabase/expert systems
Context drives a huge problem: how to encode context and knowledContext drives a huge problem: how to encode context and knowledge that the human mind ge that the human mind 
possesses, and retrieve said information?possesses, and retrieve said information?
““Associative memory systemsAssociative memory systems””
Web search is just a start Web search is just a start –– just keywordjust keyword--based searching so far, not semanticbased searching so far, not semantic--based based 
searchingsearching
Expert systems: encode domainExpert systems: encode domain--specific knowledge to help solve problemsspecific knowledge to help solve problems

5 Weak vs. Strong AIWeak vs. Strong AI
All of these applications are essentially All of these applications are essentially weakweak: we tell the computer what to do, and we solve : we tell the computer what to do, and we solve 
problemsproblems

Not really Not really ““AIAI””, per se , per se –– useful solutions to solve realuseful solutions to solve real--world problemsworld problems
IsIs Strong AI, i.e., sentience/consciousness, possible?Strong AI, i.e., sentience/consciousness, possible?

If so, weIf so, we’’re still quite a long way awayre still quite a long way away
On the other hand, thereOn the other hand, there’’s the Turing tests the Turing test……

6 SoSo…… what canwhat can’’t computers do?t computers do?
(Or, can we summarize what (Or, can we summarize what cancan they do?)they do?)
Given all that weGiven all that we’’ve learned this semester, itve learned this semester, it’’s actually pretty hard to characterizes actually pretty hard to characterize
Focus of Focus of computation theorycomputation theory is to determine what is computable and what is notis to determine what is computable and what is not

Computable implies functions whose output values can be determinComputable implies functions whose output values can be determined algorithmically from their input ed algorithmically from their input 
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valuesvalues
So, whatSo, what’’s an example of a s an example of a noncomputablenoncomputable function?function?

7 Formalizing computabilityFormalizing computability
Several popular waysSeveral popular ways

(Finite) state machines(Finite) state machines
Turing machinesTuring machines

State machines are a sort of like a flowchartState machines are a sort of like a flowchart
One starts at a One starts at a ““start statestart state””, goal is to get to the , goal is to get to the ““endend”” or or ““goalgoal”” statestate
State State transitionstransitions specify what to do based on initial inputspecify what to do based on initial input
States represent the States represent the ““currentcurrent”” computercomputer’’s states state
Simple example: build a state machine to match the string Simple example: build a state machine to match the string ““Hello!Hello!””
Problem: intermediate storage?Problem: intermediate storage?

8 Turing machineTuring machine
A state machine on steroidsA state machine on steroids
Idea: not only do we have Idea: not only do we have statestate, but we have , but we have storagestorage
Alan Turing modeled the storage as a Alan Turing modeled the storage as a ““paper tapepaper tape”” in 1936in 1936
The tape is manipulated by a read/write head that can move left The tape is manipulated by a read/write head that can move left and right one spaceand right one space

9 Simple Turing exampleSimple Turing example
Add one to a number already encoded on tapeAdd one to a number already encoded on tape
We encode it as a binary number, and surround it with the start/We encode it as a binary number, and surround it with the start/end states (end states (““**””))
LetLet’’s do this on the boards do this on the board……

10 So why bother with Turing?So why bother with Turing?
ChurchChurch--Turing thesis: the set of Turing functions is the Turing thesis: the set of Turing functions is the samesame as the set of functions that are as the set of functions that are 
computable in general!computable in general!

Although some may look Although some may look reallyreally awkward in a Turing machineawkward in a Turing machine
Widely accepted by computer scientists todayWidely accepted by computer scientists today
A language is A language is TuringTuring--completecomplete if it can encode all that a Turing machine can doif it can encode all that a Turing machine can do

Both C and Java are TuringBoth C and Java are Turing--completecomplete

11 NoncomputabilityNoncomputability, , reduxredux
So, So, noncomputablenoncomputable functions canfunctions can’’t be modeled as a Turing machinet be modeled as a Turing machine
How do we demonstrate?How do we demonstrate?

Not that trivial, beyond scope of classNot that trivial, beyond scope of class
Most famous Most famous noncomputablenoncomputable function: function: Will a specified program halt?Will a specified program halt?

12 The The ““halting problemhalting problem””
In short, we In short, we cannotcannot compute whether or not a computer program written in a Turingcompute whether or not a computer program written in a Turing--
complete programming language will run to completion or not!complete programming language will run to completion or not!

Note that the Note that the program itself program itself is is ““inputinput”” into this into this noncomputablenoncomputable function (e.g., function (e.g., willHaltwillHalt((……))))
Informal proof is in book; strictly optional (but you may find iInformal proof is in book; strictly optional (but you may find it interesting)t interesting)

BareBare--Bones also optionalBones also optional

13 Classes of computable functionsClasses of computable functions
We typically break them down by the time they take to run; here We typically break them down by the time they take to run; here are some typical values that weare some typical values that we’’ve seen:ve seen:
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14 ““BadBad”” computable functionscomputable functions
Those that, for Those that, for any implementationany implementation, take exponential time, take exponential time
For sufficient For sufficient nn, these problems take so long to run that no matter how fast you, these problems take so long to run that no matter how fast your computer r computer 
is, itis, it’’ll still take practically foreverll still take practically forever
WhatWhat’’s scary, though, is that there is (currently) s scary, though, is that there is (currently) no way of provingno way of proving that there is that there is no faster wayno faster way of of 
computing itcomputing it

While recursive Fibonacci is bad, iterative is notWhile recursive Fibonacci is bad, iterative is not

15 SoSo……
We call such functions for which we know no better way to be We call such functions for which we know no better way to be ““nondeterministic polynomialnondeterministic polynomial””, or NP, or NP

Typically exponentialTypically exponential
We care because lots of useful problems fall into this categoryWe care because lots of useful problems fall into this category

16 How does one How does one ““proveprove”” NP?NP?
You show that one nonYou show that one non--polynomial problem reduces into another nonpolynomial problem reduces into another non--polynomial problempolynomial problem

NPNP--completecomplete problemproblem
CanCan’’t do for all NP problems, but for many of themt do for all NP problems, but for many of them
ItIt’’s a s a ““weakweak”” proof: if one were to demonstrate that there exists a polynomiaproof: if one were to demonstrate that there exists a polynomiall--time algorithm for time algorithm for at least at least 
oneone nonnon--polynomial problem, polynomial problem, all all NP problems are automatically NP problems are automatically ““PP””
Prove Prove ““P=NPP=NP””: : InstaInsta--Nobel Prize.  Guaranteed!Nobel Prize.  Guaranteed!

17 In fact, NP is In fact, NP is ““usefuluseful””
PublicPublic--key encryption (e.g., SSL/key encryption (e.g., SSL/sshssh) largely works on the fact that decrypting an encrypted message) largely works on the fact that decrypting an encrypted message takes takes 
an extraordinarily long timean extraordinarily long time

Details beyond scope of classDetails beyond scope of class
If someone were to prove that P=NP, many of todayIf someone were to prove that P=NP, many of today’’s encryption algorithms would have to be thrown s encryption algorithms would have to be thrown 
out the windowout the window
Fortunately, no one has come close to proving itFortunately, no one has come close to proving it
But no one has come close to proving the opposite eitherBut no one has come close to proving the opposite either

18 So where do we go from here?So where do we go from here?
Most computer scientists (except great theoreticians) focus on mMost computer scientists (except great theoreticians) focus on making new computable aking new computable 
algorithms, hopefully in polynomial timealgorithms, hopefully in polynomial time
With the knowledge youWith the knowledge you’’ve learned in this class, you have the pieces to go ahead and buve learned in this class, you have the pieces to go ahead and build ild 
such algorithms, and code themsuch algorithms, and code them
Remaining CS classes introduce advanced concepts, but they stillRemaining CS classes introduce advanced concepts, but they still boil down to the same boil down to the same 
thingthing

19 Next timeNext time
No next time No next time 
In labs:In labs:

C C –– Modularity, Modularity, MakefilesMakefiles
Java Java –– packaging, Java APIpackaging, Java API

Final two weeks from todayFinal two weeks from today
Wait!  WeWait!  We’’re not finishedre not finished

20 FinalFinal
Structure: very similar to midterm, about 50% longer Structure: very similar to midterm, about 50% longer –– so you shouldnso you shouldn’’t need all three hourst need all three hours
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I I willwill put up a reading list by the end of this week that will cover sput up a reading list by the end of this week that will cover section reading in great ection reading in great 
detaildetail

Will tweak slides to remove stuff we didnWill tweak slides to remove stuff we didn’’t get to in classt get to in class……
Review sessions next week: theyReview sessions next week: they’’ll be openll be open--ended, so bring questions!ended, so bring questions!

21 FeedbackFeedback
This class, as I said at the beginning, is experimentalThis class, as I said at the beginning, is experimental
PleasePlease fill out the SEAS Oracle surveyfill out the SEAS Oracle survey

http://http://oracle.seas.columbia.eduoracle.seas.columbia.edu
You can win an You can win an iPodiPod!!

But letBut let’’s also discuss the class nows also discuss the class now
II’’m writing a report, and what you tell me can helpm writing a report, and what you tell me can help
Final exam bonus anonymous survey?Final exam bonus anonymous survey?

22 Thank you!Thank you!
You guys have been a great audience.You guys have been a great audience.
I hope you found this class rewarding.I hope you found this class rewarding.
Good luck with the rest of your Computer Science miniGood luck with the rest of your Computer Science mini--careers!careers!

And with finalsAnd with finals
DonDon’’t forget review sessions next weekt forget review sessions next week


